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Abstract

RNA viruses are an important cause of global morbidity and mortality. The rapid

evolutionary rates of RNA virus pathogens, caused by high replication rates and

error-prone polymerases, can make the pathogens difficult to control. RNA viruses

can undergo immune escape within their hosts and develop resistance to the treat-

ment and vaccines we design to fight them. Understanding the spread and evolution

of RNA pathogens is essential for reducing human suffering. In this dissertation, I

make use of the rapid evolutionary rate of viral pathogens to answer several questions

about how RNA viruses spread and evolve. To address each of the questions, I link

mathematical techniques for modeling viral population dynamics with phylogenetic

and coalescent techniques for analyzing and modeling viral genetic sequences and

evolution. The first project uses multi-scale mechanistic modeling to show that de-

creases in viral substitution rates over the course of an acute infection, combined with

the timing of infectious hosts transmitting new infections to susceptible individuals,

can account for discrepancies in viral substitution rates in different host populations.

The second project combines coalescent models with within-host mathematical mod-

els to identify driving evolutionary forces in chronic hepatitis C virus infection. The

third project compares the effects of intrinsic and extrinsic viral transmission rate

variation on viral phylogenies.
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1

Introduction

Infectious pathogens are a major cause of morbidity and mortality in the world. The

important role of infectious disease in the history of human suffering has motivated

a substantial body of research aimed at understanding and controlling infectious

pathogens. This research includes the use of nonlinear epidemiological models, which

have guided the world-wide eradication of smallpox and rinderpest and are currently

used to aid in the elimination of polio, rabies, and other viruses at local levels (Fraser

et al., 2004; Anderson et al., 2004; Roeder, 2011; Mariner et al., 2012). Despite

these successes of mathematical epidemiological and, more generally, epidemiological

research, disease control is frequently hampered by pathogen evolution. For example,

pathogen evolution may bring about antigenic immune escape, which is known to

limit vaccination efficacy (e.g. in influenza virus). Pathogen evolution may also bring

about drug resistance, which is known to diminish the efficacy of disease control

through pharmaceutical interventions (e.g. in malaria and human immunodeficiency

virus). Understanding evolutionary responses to ecological selection pressures is

therefore essential for disease control and elimination of many notable pathogens.

Pathogen evolution is particularly important to consider in the case of RNA
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viruses, organisms that exhibit rapid evolutionary dynamics due to their high muta-

tion rates and short generation times. Indeed, viral evolutionary dynamics frequently

occur on the same timescale as their ecological dynamics. From a public health per-

spective, this makes the consideration of the interplay between ecology and evolution

critical. Viral evolution impacts disease dynamics, and disease dynamics in turn al-

ter viral evolutionary patterns. It is therefore essential to understand the interplay

between these dynamics when evaluating control strategies.

In the field of disease dynamics, researchers make use of the rapid evolutionary

rate of viral pathogens to answer questions about how RNA viruses spread and evolve.

The classic susceptible-infected-recovered compartmental model (SIR model) of in-

fectious disease has long been used and manipulated in countless ways to answer

questions about pathogen spread and evolution (Kermack and McKendrick, 1927;

Anderson and May, 1991; Keeling and Rohani, 2008). The standard SIR model al-

lows a population of individuals to be either susceptible to a pathogen, currently

infected with a pathogen and able to infect other individuals, or recovered from an

infection and no longer transmitting or susceptible to virus. Individuals can move

from class to class as they become infected or recover from the pathogen (Anderson

and May, 1991). The flexibility of this model has allowed adaptations to represent

susceptible or infected cells during an infection (Nowak and Bangham, 1996; Bonho-

effer et al., 1997; Baccam et al., 2006; Handel et al., 2007; Beauchemin et al., 2008;

Smith et al., 2010). It has allowed for the incorporation of multiple distinct viral

strains to better understand the interplay of viral evolution and disease dynamics

in virulence evolution, drug resistance, and immune escape (Nowak and Bangham,

1996; Bonhoeffer et al., 1997; Gog and Grenfell, 2002; Minayev and Ferguson, 2009).

Theoretical studies have coupled within-host and between-host (i.e., population level)

multi-strain models to address various questions about viral evolutionary dynamics

that are not easily understood by looking at only one level of organization (Levin
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and Pimentel, 1981; Bonhoeffer and Nowak, 1994; Mideo et al., 2008; Shirreff et al.,

2011; Luo et al., 2012). The SIR model is a base model underlying many disease

dynamic studies.

Thanks to the rapid evolutionary rate of many RNA viruses, and the rapid in-

crease in the abundance of viral genetic information available, the disease ecology

field has become more and more connected to the field of population genetics and

coalescent theory. In 2004, Bryan Grenfell and coauthors coined the term ”phy-

lodynamics”, referring to the unified study of phylogenetics (phylo) and ecological

dynamics (dynamics). In the context of RNA viruses, phylodynamics is the study

of how ecological, evolutionary, and immunological processes shape viral phyloge-

nies. The term ”phylodynamics” became ubiquitous in the field, and in the past

two decades, an abundance of new theory and tools have allowed for a more seem-

less connection between SIR-like modeling techniques, coalescent theory, and viral

sequences (Pybus et al., 2001; Drummond et al., 2005; Holmes and Grenfell, 2009;

Volz et al., 2009; Koelle et al., 2010; Rasmussen et al., 2011; Volz, 2012).

With my dissertation, I explore how viral evolutionary dynamics interact with

viral within-host and epidemiological dynamics. I make use of coalescent theory as

well as disease dynamic theory to provide insight into why we see different evolution-

ary rates and patterns in different circumstances. The dissertation consists of three

main body chapters, which use a combination of coalescent modeling and RNA virus

population dynamic modeling to answer evolutionary questions about RNA viruses.

In the first chapter, I focus on the importance of both within-host and epidemio-

logical dynamics in driving viral evolutionary rates (Scholle et al., 2013). We note

that in several viruses, including the reemerging chikungunya virus, epidemic viral

populations tend to have higher evolutionary rates than endemic populations, even

when positive selection is not suspected to be important. Using multi-scale mech-

anistic modeling, we show that decreases in viral substitution rates over the course
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of an acute infection, combined with the timing of infectious hosts transmitting new

infections to susceptible individuals, can account for these discrepancies in viral sub-

stitution rates in different host populations.

In the second chapter, I focus on within-host evolutionary patterns of hepatitis

C virus. HCV-specific patterns consist of generally 2-3 co-circulating viral lineages

that persist over timespans of years yet are often only intermittently detected in

patient serum (Gray et al., 2012). We use mechanistic within-host models com-

bined with coalescent models to explore two hypotheses describing the mechanisms

of these evolutionary patterns. One hypothesis proposes that distinct viral popu-

lations may be released from infected cells at rates that vary over time. A second

hypothesis proposes that viral lineages may differ from one another antigenically, and

that intermittent detection of these lineages may reflect host immune-response driven

changes in viral population sizes. We first show, using within-host model simulations,

that both of these hypotheses are consistent with observed patterns of intermittent

viral lineage detection in chronically infected HCV patients. However, we further

show that these hypotheses yield starkly different expectations of within-liver virus

population dynamics and that these dynamics are impacted by HCV treatment regi-

mens in different ways. Some within-host serum-level data in non-responder patients

show support for a varying release rate hypothesis, however these data are sparse

(Shindo et al., 1992; Villano et al., 1999). In an attempt to utilize available viral se-

quence data, we mathematically examine both of these hypotheses in detail, showing

that they yield unique evolutionary signatures when analyzed with coalescent-based

models. While we attempt to compare these evolutionary signatures to those derived

from patient-isolated HCV sequences, we conclude that currently available viral se-

quences yield highly variable signatures across patients. More intense sampling of

within-host viral populations is therefore necessary to more definitively determine

the cause of intermittent detection of viral lineages within chronically infected HCV
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patients.

In the third chapter, I focus on how host population level dynamics affect the

shape of viral phylogenies. In the context of rapidly evolving RNA viruses, viral

genealogies and the coalescent model allow for estimations of the effective number of

infected individuals (Ie) (Charlesworth, 2009). Ie represents the number of infected

individuals under an idealized Wright-Fisher model of evolution: in which a constant-

sized population undergoes neutral evolution with equal probabilities of reproduction

for all individuals (Wright, 1938). In addition to estimates of Ie, case reports and

estimates of reporting rates allow for estimates of the true population size of the

infected individuals (I). For many RNA viruses, Ie is much lower than I (Bedford

et al., 2011; Magiorkinis et al., 2013). Several studies have used these differences in

Ie and I to quantify the level of selection (Bedford et al., 2011; Neher et al., 2014)

or the level of host transmission heterogeneity (Magiorkinis et al., 2013; Stadler and

Bonhoeffer, 2013) in pathogens. In this chapter, I synthesize theory describing the

effects of extrinsic heterogeneities in reproductive success on effective population

size and phylogeny shape with theory describing the effects of purifying selection

on effective population size and phylogeny shape. Finally, I describe under what

conditions and to what degree we might expect purifying selection to interfere with

estimates of heterogeneity in transmission rates among infected individuals.
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2

Viral substitution rate variation can arise from the
interplay between within-host and epidemiological

dynamics

This work was done with the help of three coauthors: Katia Koelle, Rolf Ypma, and

Alun Lloyd.

2.1 Introduction

Nucleotide substitution rates quantify the rate at which organisms evolve and are

therefore of great interest to biologists seeking to understand the capacity of or-

ganisms to adapt to their environments. RNA viruses, the most rapidly evolving

organisms known, frequently have substitution rates that are orders of magnitude

higher than those of DNA-based organisms (Holmes, 2009). These rapid evolution-

ary changes contribute to the ability of these viruses to emerge and reemerge, escape

from host immunity, and evolve drug resistance.

The high substitution rates of RNA viruses are largely ascribed to their poly-

merases, which lack the proof-reading abilities of DNA polymerases. Indeed, some
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of the observed variation in RNA viral evolutionary rates can be attributed to differ-

ences in the fidelity of these viruses’ polymerases (Duffy et al., 2008; Holmes, 2009).

However, variation in mutation rates alone cannot account for the observed variation

in viral evolutionary rates, which range from 5 x 10´7 substitutions per site per year

(subs/site/yr) in human T-lymphotropic virus type IV to 1 x 10´2 subs/site/yr in

poliovirus (Hicks and Duffy, 2011; Switzer et al., 2009). Another important factor

contributing to substitution rate variation is selection, with positive selection leading

to higher evolutionary rates than purifying selection (Duffy et al., 2008). Given that

different viruses face different selection pressures, this factor is likely to contribute

substantially to observed viral substitution rate variation. However, appreciable vari-

ation in synonymous substitution rates between RNA viruses has also been reported

(Hanada et al., 2004) and cannot be accounted for by selection. This variation is

generally ascribed to differences in virological characteristics, including differences in

the cell types that viruses infect, intrinsic differences in within-cell replication rates

between viruses, and differences in viral cellular infection rates (Salemi et al., 1999;

Duffy et al., 2008; Hicks and Duffy, 2011).

In addition to variation between viral families, studies have also found 2-to-350

fold variation in substitution rates between populations of the same viral species

(Salemi et al., 1999; Kurath et al., 2003; Einer-Jensen et al., 2004; Volk et al., 2010;

Hayward et al., 2010; Hicks and Duffy, 2011; Streicker et al., 2012). Interestingly,

variations in substitution rates within viral species have on occasion been associated

with different epidemiological circumstances, including epidemic versus endemic dy-

namics and different host contact rates (Figure 2.1). For instance, substitution rates

for primarily epidemic lineages of chikungunya virus (CHIKV) from the Indian Ocean

are estimated to be four-fold higher than those for primarily enzootic lineages from

Central and Western African populations with lower host densities (and therefore

lower expected contact rates) (Volk et al., 2010). Similarly, epidemic lineages of hu-
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man T cell lymphotropic virus type II (HTLV-II) transmitted by intravenous drug

use have substitution rates up to 350 times higher than endemic lineages of the

virus transmitted vertically in some Amerindian and Pigmy tribes (Salemi et al.,

1999). Phylogenetic studies of infectious haematopoietic necrosis virus (IHNV) and

viral haemorrhagic septicaemia virus (VHSV), both responsible for fish losses in

European and US hatcheries, indicate that viral lineages causing epidemics in high-

density fresh-water fish hatchery populations have substitution rates that are up to

six-fold higher than those of lineages endemically infecting less densely populated

salt-water fish populations (Kurath et al., 2003; Einer-Jensen et al., 2004).

How epidemiological dynamics and host contact rates impact viral substitution

rates mechanistically, however, is not well understood. Existing hypotheses vary

greatly between studied viruses. For example, Salemi et al. (1999) suggest that

differences in HTLV-II substitution rates may be due to differences in transmission

routes. When transmitted vertically from mother to child, the virus undergoes clonal

expansion using the less error-prone host DNA polymerase. When transmitted hor-

izontally by intravenous drug use, it instead replicates rapidly using its own reverse

polymerase. In IHNV and VHSV, viral substitution rates are hypothesized to be

higher in fresh-water farmed trout due to either higher water temperatures (which

increases metabolic rates and therefore viral replication) or higher transmission rates

due to more stress on the fish and a more continual supply of susceptible individuals

into the population (Kurath et al., 2003; Einer-Jensen et al., 2004). Finally, lower

substitution rates estimated from enzootic CHIKV lineages were hypothesized to be

due to low viral replication rates following an initial acute phase of infection within

the mosquito vector combined with the increased time it takes the vector to infect a

susceptible host (Volk et al., 2010).

Among these plausible explanations, two consistent patterns appear to emerge.

The first pattern is one of higher nucleotide substitution rates in epidemic or epizootic
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Figure 2.1: Substitution rate variation within viral species in distinct epidemiolog-
ical settings. Each bar shows the estimated substitution rate for viral lineages with
mostly epidemic/epizootic dynamics (epi), mostly endemic/enzootic dynamics (en),
higher host contact rates (high), and lower host contact rates (low). Chikungunya
virus (CHIKV) estimates are from Volk et al. (2010). Human T cell lymphotropic
virus type II (HTLV-II) estimates are from Salemi et al. (1999). Viral haemorrhagic
septicaemia virus (VHSV) estimates are from Einer-Jensen et al. (2004). Infectious
hematopoietic necrosis virus (IHNV) estimates are from Kurath et al. (2003). Error
bars represent 95% credible intervals and are included when reported in the cited
papers. The differences in viral substitution rates were found to be significant for
CHIKV, VHSV, and IHNV. Significance was not tested for HTLV-II, though the
substitution rates between the two lineages span two orders of magnitude.

viral lineages than in endemic or enzootic viral lineages. The second pattern is one

of higher nucleotide substitution rates in lineages with higher host contact rates than

in lineages with lower host contact rates. Here, we develop a mathematical frame-

work that provides theoretical support for both of these patterns and can quantify

the expected magnitude of these substitution rate differences. The model, described

in detail below, combines within-host replication dynamics of an acutely-infecting

virus with its epidemiological dynamics to simulate population-level viral substitu-

tion rates. Analysis of the model reveals that decreases in viral substitution rates
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over the course of an infection combined with timing patterns of when infected in-

dividuals transmit their infection to susceptible hosts can together account for these

observations of viral substitution rate variation. We close by comparing empirical

estimates of substitution rate variation against analytical estimates we derive, show-

ing that our proposed mechanism can explain empirical substitution rate variation

for three of the four viral species considered in Figure 2.1.

2.2 A mathematical model for understanding within-species viral sub-
stitution rate variation

To show how epidemiological dynamics and host contact rates can impact viral sub-

stitution rates, we first describe and present numerical simulations and analytical

approximations of the within-host component of the mathematical model. We then

describe the epidemiological component of the model and show how within-host

dynamics, coupled with population dynamics, can account for variation in viral

substitution rates. Finally, we provide analytical estimates that can quantify the

magnitude of substitution rate variation we expect under differing epidemiological

conditions.

2.2.1 The within-host model

Consistent with previous within-host model formulations (Nowak and Bangham,

1996; Bonhoeffer et al., 1997; Baccam et al., 2006; Handel et al., 2007; Beauchemin

et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2010), the within-host model we use considers the dynamics

of uninfected host cells (N), infected host cells (N˚), and extra-cellular (“free”) viral

particles (V ) over the course of an infection. As in a model by Kelly and coauthors

(Kelly et al., 2003), the model further keeps track of the number of replication cycles

viral lineages have accrued over time. Indexing both V and N˚ by the number of
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viral replication cycles accrued (i), the model is mathematically given by:

dN

dτ
“ λ´ ωN

8
ÿ

i“0

Vi ´ δN

dN˚
i

dτ
“ ωVi´1N ´ δ

˚N˚
i for i ą 0

dVi
dτ

“ νδ˚N˚
i ´ δ

1Vi for i ě 0 (2.1)

where λ is the production rate of uninfected cells and ω is the rate at which free

viral particles infect uninfected host cells. The per capita death rates of uninfected

and infected host cells are given by δ and δ˚, respectively, and the per capita clear-

ance rate of free viral particles is given by δ1. Loss of free viral particles through

the process of cell infection is assumed to be negligible. In this framework, vi-

ral particles in replication cycle i “ 0 infect the host. Thereafter, viral lineages

consecutively accrue replication cycles upon entry into host cells. A forward simu-

lation of this model, starting with infection by a single viral particle shows ’tran-

sient’ within-host dynamics (Figures 2.2A-C). The numerical solution of Vipτq al-

lows us to calculate, at any given point in the course of the infection, the mean

number of replication cycles the viral population has accrued by time τ , Mgpτq

pwhere Mgpτq “
ř

itiVipτq{Vtotpτqu and Vtotpτq “
ř

i Vipτqq. The instantaneous sub-

stitution rate at time τ is given by:

spτq “ η
dMgpτq

dτ
(2.2)

where η is the average number of mutations accrued per nucleotide, per replication

cycle.

In Figures 2.2D and 2.2E, respectively, we plot Mgpτq and spτq for the model sim-

ulations shown in Figures 2.2A-C. From these plots, it is clear that viral replication

cycles do not accumulate at a constant rate; rather, the rate at which replication cy-
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cles accumulate depends on the within-host dynamics of the viral population (Figure

2.2A). Specifically, the viral substitution rate drops around the time of peak viral

load τc.

A second forward simulation of the model, this time initialized with the equi-

librium solutions to the total number of infected cells, uninfected cells, and viral

particles (equilibrium solutions to the summation of equations 2.1 over all replica-

tion cycles, i), shows that the viral substitution rate is constant in the absence of

transient within-host viral dynamics (Figures 2.2A-E). Compared to this equilibrium

case, the simulation with transient viral dynamics shows an elevated substitution rate

during the period in which the viral population is growing and a lowered substitution

rate during the period in which the viral population is declining (Figure 2.2E).

2.2.2 Simplifications of the within-host model

To better understand the patterns in viral substitution rates shown in Figure 2.2E,

we begin by creating two new variables: AN˚pτq and AV pτq, where AN˚pτq is the

cumulative number of viral replication cycles held across all infected cells at time

τ and AV is the cumulative number of viral replication cycles held across all free

viral particles at time τ . To derive the rates of change of these two new variables,

we first simplify the original within-host model (equations 2.1) by summing over all

replication cycles, i:

dN

dτ
“ λ´ ωNV ´ δN

dN˚

dτ
“ ωNV ´ δ˚N˚

dV

dτ
“ νδ˚N˚

´ δ1V (2.3)
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Figure 2.2: Dynamics of the full within-host model, given by equations 2.1, are
shown in black. Dynamics of the summed model tracking total replication cycles are
shown in green. (A) Total viral load,

ř

i Vipτq, over the course of an infection. (B)
Total number of infected host cells,

ř

iN
˚
i pτq, over the infection. (C) Number of un-

infected host cells, Npτq, over the infection. Np0q is shown in red and the analytical
estimate of Np8q is shown in orange. (D) The mean number of viral replication cy-
cles, Mgpτq, accrued over the infection. (E) The instantaneous substitution rate spτq.
Analytical estimates corresponding to c1 “ pηδ

˚ων{δ1qNp0q, spτq “ pηδ˚νω{ΓqNp0q,
and c2 “ pηδ˚νω{δ1qNp8q are shown in red, gray, and orange, respectively. Solid
black and green lines in (A-E) show the dynamics of the model starting with initial
conditions V0p0q “ 1, Vip0q “ 0 for i ą 0, Np0q “ λ{δ, and N˚

i p0q “ 0 for all i. The
blue vertical line is the time of peak viral load, τc, for the simulations starting at these
initial conditions. Dashed lines in (A-E) show the dynamics of the model starting
with equilibrium solutions, with total viral load Ve “ rωλpν´1q´δ1δs{pωδ1q, number
of uninfected cells Ne “ λ{pωVe ` δq, and number of infected cells N˚

e “ ωNeVe{δ
˚.

Parameter values for the simulations are: ν “ 1200 viral particles per cell burst,
δ “ 0.04 per day, δ1 “ 40 per day, δ˚ “ 1 per day, ω “ 4ˆ 10´4 per day, λ “ 10 per
day, and η “ 3ˆ 10´6 mutations per nucleotide per replication cycle.
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The rates of change of AN˚ and AV , respectively, are then:

dAN˚

dτ
“ ωNV

ˆ

AV
V
` 1

˙

´ δ˚AN˚ (2.4)

dAV
dτ

“ νδ˚AN˚ ´ δ
1AV (2.5)

The mean number of replication cycles at time τ for this ”summed” model is given

by AV pτq{V pτq. Simulations of this model agree with the full model, as expected

(Figure 2.2).

In order to estimate the instantaneous substitution rate, we assume that the

dynamics of the free viral particles occur very rapidly compared to the dynamics of

the host cells by making the quasi-steady state (QSS) assumption that dV {dt « 0.

This assumption, valid when the rate of viral clearance (δ1) is high, allows us to

solve for the number of free viral particles at time τ as a function of the number

of uninfected and infected host cells. For this ”fast viral dynamics” model, we can

derive the instantaneous substitution rate (Supplement A):

spτq “ η
dAV pτq
V pτq

dτ
“ ηδ˚m (2.6)

where the reproduction number m is the average number of cells that a single in-

fected cell infects, given by ων{δ1Npτq. At Npτ “ 0q, equation 2.6 estimates the

upper-bound within-host substitution rate, which we call c1. To estimate a lower

bound for the substitution rate, c2, we evaluate equation 2.6 using an estimate of

the minimum number of uninfected cells during the course of an infection. We arrive

at this minimum N estimate by ignoring birth and death of uninfected cells and by

using a final size calculation to compute Np8q (Supplement B). The value of Np0q

and our estimate of Np8q are shown in Figure 2.2C, while upper and lower bound

substitution rate estimates c1 and c2 are shown in Figure 2.2E. We can also obtain
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a better upper-bound estimate of the substitution rate by not assuming fast viral

dynamics (Supplement C, Figure 2.2E); however, we cannot arrive at a lower-bound

substitution rate estimate without this QSS assumption.

The results of the within-host model show that substitution rates vary over the

course of an acute viral infection. We expect a higher substitution rate when viral

load is increasing (m ą 1) and a lower substitution rate when viral load is decreasing

(m ă 1). These substitution rates are bounded above by c1 and bounded below

by c2, which we have written in terms of the parameters of the within-host model.

This model-predicted elevation in substitution rates during the exponential growth

phase of the within-host viral population is consistent with empirical observations in

hepatitis C infections (Ribeiro et al., 2012).

2.3 The epidemiological model

To show how epidemiological dynamics can impact viral substitution rates, we here

combine components of the full within-host model (equations 2.1) with a population-

level epidemiological model. The epidemiological model we consider is a susceptible

(S)-infected (I)-recovered (R) (SIR) model, where the rate of change of the suscep-

tible population is given by:

dSptq

dt
“ µP ´ µSptq ´ β

Sptq

P
Itotptq (2.7)

where µ is the host birth/death rate, β is the transmission rate, P is the constant

host population size, and Itotptq is the total number of infected individuals at time

t. Using an approach that builds on the work presented in Coombs et al. (2007), we

can characterize any infected individual by how long he has been infected (τ) and

by the number of replication cycles harbored by the virus that infected him τ units
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of time ago. With this characterization, the total number of infected individuals at

time t can be written as:

Itotptq “
ÿ

k

ż 8

τ“0

Ykpt´ τqσpτqdτ (2.8)

where Ykpuq denotes disease incidence at time u with a virus harboring k replication

cycles, and σpτq is a survivorship function, providing the probability that an indi-

vidual who was infected τ units of time ago is still infected at the current time. This

function is given by σpτq “ e´pγ`µqτ , where γ is the recovery rate.

Instead of writing the rate of change of infected individuals, we can instead write

the renewal condition for equation 2.7:

Ykptq “ β
Sptq

P
Ikptq (2.9)

where Ikptq is the number of infected individuals at time t who will transmit a virus

harboring k replication cycles. Ikptq in turn can be written as:

Ikptq “

ż 8

τ“0

k
ÿ

j“0

χk´jpτqYjpt´ τqσpτqdτ (2.10)

where χnpτq is the probability that a viral particle, sampled from a host who has been

infected for τ units of time, has undergone exactly n replication cycles. χnpτq can

be written out directly in terms of the within-host model pχnpτq “ Vnpτq{
ř

i Vipτqq,

thereby coupling the within-host model to the epidemiological model. The formation

of the model described in equations 2.7 - 2.10 allows us to nest the full within-host

model within a population level model that can consider both epidemic and endemic

disease dynamics.
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2.3.1 The effect of epidemiological dynamics

To first consider why epidemic dynamics might result in higher substitution rates

than endemic dynamics, we forward simulate the epidemiological model given by

equations 2.7-2.10. Figures 2.3A and 2.3B show numerical solutions under epidemic

initial conditions, with one infected individual and the remainder of individuals sus-

ceptible, as well as under endemic initial conditions. In Figure 2.3C, we show the

average ”age of infection”, which is commonly defined as the average amount of time

infected individuals have been infected at a specified point in time (Anderson and

May, 1991; Mideo et al., 2008). Mathematically, it is given by:

Âptq “

ż 8

τ“0

τ
Ytotpt´ τqσpτq

Itotptq
dτ (2.11)

where Ytotpuq “
ř

k Ykpuq is the total incidence at time u. We further calculate the

instantaneous viral substitution rate over time by taking the derivative of the mean

number of replication cycles accrued in the viral population by time t and multiplying

it by η, the per nucleotide, per replication cycle mutation rate. Mathematically, the

mean number of replication cycles accrued in the host population at time t is given

by Mpptq “
ř

ktkIkptq{Itotptqu, such that the substitution rate at the population level

is given by:

subptq “ η
dMpptq

dt
(2.12)

Figure 2.3D shows this substitution rate over time for both the endemic and epidemic

simulations, when the viral population within infected hosts exhibits transient dy-

namics (Figure 2.2A, solid lines). In the epidemic scenario, we initially observe a

high substitution rate as the number of infected individuals increases. The substitu-

tion rate rapidly drops, however, as the number of infected individuals declines. In
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Figure 2.3: Epidemic and endemic simulations of the epidemiological model.(A)
Number of susceptible individuals, Sptq, over time. (B) Number of infected individu-
als, Iptq, over time. (C) Mean age of infection, in days, over time. (D) Instantaneous
substitution rate with transient within-host dynamics (corresponding to the black
solid lines in Figures 2.2A-C). (E) Instantaneous substitution rate when within-host
dynamics are at equilibrium (corresponding to the dashed lines in Figures 2.2A-C).
Solid black lines show the dynamics of the model (equations 2.7-2.10) starting with
epidemic initial conditions. Dashed black lines show the dynamics of the model start-
ing with initial conditions at endemic equilibrium, with Itotp0q “ pµP {βqpR0´1q and
Sp0q “ P {R0. Red lines in subplot (C) show analytical estimates of the mean age of
infection: β´1 during the rise of an epidemic (solid red line) and pγ`µq´1 for endemic
dynamics (dashed red line). Red and green lines in subplots (D-E) show analytical
estimates of the substitution rate given subptq “ c1´pc1´ c2qe

´pβS{P qτc . The dashed
green line in subplot D shows the substitution rate with c2 “ pηδ

˚νω{δ1qNp8q and
an endemic S value. In subplots (D-E), the red lines show the substitution rate with
c2 “ 0, and an endemic S value (dashed red lines) or an epidemic S value (solid
red line, not shown in subplot (E) because overlaps the black solid line). Parameter
values are: P “ 1 ˆ 106 individuals, host lifespan µ´1 “ 60 years, β “ 0.6 per day,
and γ´1 “ 10 days.
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the endemic scenario, the substitution rate remains constant over time, at a value

that is intermediate between the epidemic scenario’s high and low substitution rates.

The elevated substitution rate observed during the rise of the epidemic compared

to the endemic scenario could explain why we observe higher substitution rates in

epidemic (or epizootic) viral lineages compared to endemic (or enzootic) ones (Fig-

ure 2.1). Specifically, higher viral substitution rates in epidemic lineages would be

expected if the growth phase of epidemic dynamics were in some way maintained

over the long run. One very plausible mechanism for this to come about is through

spatial metapopulation dynamics, in which ‘patches’ experience epidemic dynamics

upon infection, and, while infected, transmit the virus to susceptible patches. Be-

cause transmission from an infected patch to a susceptible patch is most likely to

occur when the infected patch has a high disease burden, this scenario would in effect

maintain the growth phase of epidemic dynamics. We depict this scenario in Figure

2.4.

The pattern of higher substitution rates in epidemic compared to endemic lineages

therefore rests, in the model, on the existence of an elevated substitution rate during

the rise of an epidemic. We can better understand the reason for this elevated

substitution rate by considering patterns in the mean age of infection (Figure 2.3C).

Substituting our expression for Ytotpuq and σpτq into equation 2.11, the mean age of

infection at time t becomes:

Âptq “

ż 8

τ“0

τ
β Spt´τq

P
Itotpt´ τqe

´pµ`γqτ

Itotptq
dτ (2.13)

If we let Sptq be constant, and let Itotpuq “ Itotp0qe
ru, where r is the intrinsic

growth rate given by r “ βS{P ´ pγ ` µq, the equation above becomes:
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of spatial epidemic that would lead to higher substitu-
tion rates in epidemic compared to endemic lineages. (A) Consecutive epidemics
in multiple populations over time (colored lines), where in consecutive epidemics,
migrating infected individuals spark epidemics in previously näıve host populations.
The dashed line shows endemic disease dynamics from a single population. (B) Viral
nucleotide substitution rates for the epidemic lineage (colored lines) and the endemic
lineage (dashed line).

Âptq “ β
S

P

ż 8

τ“0

τe´β
S
P
τdτ (2.14)

In an endemic scenario, S{P is pµ ` γq{β. In this case, equation 2.14 simplifies

to Âenptq “ pµ` γq
´1. During the rise of an epidemic, we can assume that S{P « 1.

Substituting and simplifying yields Âepiptq « β´1. With β´1 ă pµ ` γq´1 (which is

the case as long as R0 ą 1), the mean age of infection in the epidemic scenario is

necessarily lower than the mean age of infection in the endemic scenario. This lower

mean age of infection leads to an overall higher substitution rate at the population-
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level for viral lineages undergoing epidemic dynamics when the accumulation of viral

replication cycles within hosts slows down over time (Figure 2.2D). These results are

consistent with estimates of mean generation intervals over the course of an epidemic

(Svensson, 2007; Grassly and Fraser, 2008; Kenah et al., 2008).

To quantify population level substitution rates under epidemic and endemic sce-

narios, we can explicitly relate population level substitution rates (Figures 2.3D-E)

to within-host substitution rates (Figure 2.2E). The instantaneous substitution rate,

measured at the host population-level at time t, is necessarily the instantaneous

within-host substitution rate averaged over all infected individuals

subptq “

ż 8

τ“0

spτq
Ytotpt´ τqσpτq

Itotptq
(2.15)

As before, we let Itotptq “ Itotpuqe
rt and assume a constant number of susceptible

hosts (S). This simplifies equation 2.15 to:

subptq “ β
S

P

ż 8

τ“0

spτqe´β
S
P
τdτ (2.16)

For the case of transient within-host viral dynamics, we can then approximate the

within-host substitution rate by a step function, in accordance with Figure 2.2E,

where spτq “ c1 when τ ă τc and spτq “ c2 when τ ě τc. Making this substitution

yields subptq “ c1 ´ pc1 ´ c2qe
´pβS{P qτc . With S{P « 1 in the epidemic scenario and

S{P “ pµ`γq{β in the endemic scenario, the initial substitution rate for epidemics is

therefore necessarily larger than the substitution rate for the corresponding endemic

scenario. Figure 2.3D shows these analytically derived substitution rates alongside

their simulated values.

If the parameters of the within-host model (equations 2.1) as well as the population-

level model (equations 2.7-2.10) are well characterized for a particular virus and host

population, we can use equation 2.16 to calculate the expected ratio of substitution
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rates between epidemic and endemic viral lineages. We can also compute an upper

bound of this ratio by letting Np8q “ 0 and thereby making c2 “ 0. In this case,

the ratio of substitution rates becomes:

ˆ

subepi

suben

˙

max

«
1´ e´βτc

1´ e´pγ`µqτc
(2.17)

This ratio depends only on the population-level parameters β, γ, and µ, and the time

of peak within-host viral load τc. Equation 2.17 can provide a reasonable estimate of

the ratio of substitution rates in epidemic versus endemic viral lineages (Supplement

D).

We can now consider substitution rate differences in epidemic versus endemic sce-

narios for the case of within-host viral dynamics at equilibrium (Figure 2.2, dashed

lines). In Figure 2.3E, we again plot the instantaneous substitution rate for the

endemic and the epidemic simulations, this time assuming equilibrium within-host

dynamics. In this case, both epidemic and endemic dynamics result in similar

(and constant) substitution rates. This is because the population-level substitu-

tion rate with equilibrium within-host dynamics is equivalent to the within-host

substitution rate. This can be seen by letting spτq be constant s in equation 2.16
`

subptq “ βS{P
ş8

τ“0
se´pβS{P qτdτ “ s

˘

. These results show that differences in substi-

tution rates between epidemic and endemic viral lineages are not due to differences in

their epidemiological dynamics alone. Rather, they are due to the interplay between

within-host and epidemiological dynamics.

2.3.2 The effect of host contact rates

Besides substitution rate variation between epidemic versus endemic viral lineages,

Figure 2.1 also shows that viral lineages with higher host contact rates seem to have

higher substitution rates than other lineages of the same species (Figure 2.1). In
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terms of the epidemiological model given by equations 2.7-2.10, higher host contact

rates result in higher transmission rates (β).

A higher transmission rate, in turn, results in a larger substitution rate ratio

between epidemic viral lineages and endemic lineages (equation 2.17). This ratio is

expected to be larger because higher transmission rates will increase the substitu-

tion rate of the epidemic lineage but not the substitution rate of the endemic lineage.

Therefore, the model suggests it is the epidemic lineage’s transmission rate, rather

than the relative transmission rate, rather than the relative transmsission rate be-

tween epidemic and endemic lineages, that drives observed substitution rate variation

(Figure 2.1).

Finally, our model can be naturally extended to study substitution rate variation

between epidemic viral lineages with different transmission rates. In this case, the

substitution rate ratio for two lineages with different transmission rates βhigh and

βlow is:

ˆ

subhigh

sublow

˙

max

«
1´ e´βhighτc

1´ e´βlowτc
(2.18)

resulting in substitution rate variation between epidemic viral lineages that is ex-

pected to grow the larger the difference in the populations’ transmission rates. Note

that these effects of host transmission rates on viral substitution rates are all pred-

icated on the existence of transient within-host dynamics. If within-host dynamics

were at equilibrium, we would again not expect any population level substitution

rate variation.

2.4 Phylodynamic simulations

Two concerns arise when we use the nested model, described above, to account for

within-species variation in viral substitution rates. The first is based on whether
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we are in actuality calculating viral substitution rates, rather than mutation rates

(per unit time). Our substitution rate expressions are given by the product of η

(the per-site probability that a mutation occurs in a given replication cycle) and the

rate at which replication cycles accrue, both at the within-host level (equation 2.2)

and at the population level (equation 2.12). Technically, we therefore quantify the

average number of mutations that arise per unit time, rather than the substitution

rate, which is formally defined as the average number of mutations that are fixed per

unit time. In a neutrally evolving population, as is the focus of this study, mutation

rates (per unit time) and substitution rates are equal (Kimura, 1986). We therefore

call our mutation rate per unit time the substitution rate, in order to make our

results immediately applicable to observed substitution rate patterns, such as those

shown in Figure 2.1.

The second concern arises from substitution rate estimates arrived at by com-

putational methods implemented in software programs such as BEAST (Drummond

and Rambaut, 2007). By necessity, these methods assume that all observed muta-

tions in sampled sequences are fixed (Duffy et al., 2008). However, some of these

mutations are only transient polymorphisms and are subsequently lost from the pop-

ulation. Due to this, substitution rates estimated by these methods are artificially

high (Duffy et al., 2008).In contrast, our model quantifies substitution rates that

are not upwardly biased by transient polymorphisms. Given these differences, the

concern is that substitution rates from epidemic viral lineages may exceed those

from endemic viral lineages not due to any real differences in these rates, but simply

because of significant transient polymorphism in large, and exponentially growing,

viral populations in comparison to limited transient polymorphism in smaller, en-

demic viral populations.

To determine the effect that transient polymorphisms have on our model’s sub-

stitution rates (and variation in substitution rates), we designed a ‘phylodynamic’
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(Grenfell et al., 2004) analogue of our full nested model (Supplement E). Simula-

tions of this phylodynamic model yield serially-sampled viral sequences. We then

use BEAST to estimate substitution rates and infer viral phylogenies from these

simulated sequences. This allows us to compare substitution rate estimates, affected

by transient polymorphisms, against substitution rate estimates from our original

(non-phylodynamic) model. By doing so, our goal is to determine whether the pat-

terns of substitution rate variation expected from our original model hold, even if

substitution rates, such as those shown in Figure 2.1, are overestimated.

We simulated four scenarios, corresponding to the scenarios we considered with

the full nested model: epidemic population dynamics with transient within-host

dynamics, endemic population dynamics with transient within-host dynamics, epi-

demic population dynamics with within-host dynamics at equilibrium, and endemic

population dynamics with within-host dynamics at equilibrium. Our phylodynamic

results are shown in Figure 2.5. The phylogenies reconstructed from sequences sam-

pled from the epidemic scenarios are characteristically ‘ladder-like’ (Figures 2.5A,C).

This is expected, given that the simulation assumed a spatial metapopulation, with

epidemics sparking new epidemics with single infected individuals (Supplement E).

These ladder-like phylogenies are consistent with those inferred from geographically

spreading epizootic viral diseases, such as rabies (Biek and Real, 2010), which also

sustain epidemic dynamics spatially. Given our simulations with exponential growth

in each infected patch, we also expect, and observe, a ‘star-like’ viral phylogeny within

a given patch (Figures 2.5A,C). The phylogenies reconstructed from sequences sam-

pled from the endemic scenarios (Figures 2.5B,D) show coalescent patterns consistent

with those from constant-sized populations (Grenfell et al., 2004), as expected.

The substitution rates estimated from the simulated viral sequences can be com-

pared against those expected from the non-phylodynamic model. Table 2.1 shows

that the estimated substitution rates for the two epidemic scenarios exceed the sub-
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Figure 2.5: Inferred phylogenies and estimated substitution rates from model-
simulated viral sequence data, under four distinct scenarios: (A) epidemic popula-
tion dynamics with transient within-host dynamics (epidemic, trans), (B) endemic
population dynamics with transient within-host dynamics (endemic, trans), (C) epi-
demic population dynamics with equilibrium within-host dynamics (epidemic, eq),
and (D) endemic population dynamics with equilibrium within-host dynamics (en-
demic, eq). Phylogenies were inferred in BEAST assuming a strict molecular clock
and the HKY model of sequence evolution. Scale bars show branch lengths in sub-
stitutions per site. The inset trees in (A) and (C) show phylogenies resulting from
sampling infected individuals during the rise of a single epidemic.

stitution rates expected from the non-phylodynamic model. This table also shows

that the estimated substitution rates for the two endemic scenarios exceed the substi-

tution rates expected from the non-phylodynamic model, although not significantly.

Given that transient polymorphisms artificially inflate substitution rate estimates,

these results are in line with our expectations.
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epidemic, trans endemic, trans epidemic, eq endemic, eq
(ˆ10´3) (ˆ10´3) (ˆ10´3) (ˆ10´3)

simulated 3.25 1.77 1.07 1.15

analytical, c2 ą 0 3.23 1.61 1.10 1.10

analytical, c2 “ 0 3.23 1.71 1.10 1.10

estimated (95% CI) 4.69 (4.14 - 5.24) 1.90 (1.77 - 2.05) 1.86 (1.53 - 2.19) 1.17 (1.06 - 1.28)

Table 2.1: Expected and estimated substitution rates for each of the four simulated sce-
narios in Figure 2.5. Three expected values are shown: the full (non-phylodynamic)
model-simulated substitution rate (for epidemic simulations, we use the substitution rate
simulated during the exponential phase of the model simulations) (simulated), the sub-
stitution rate from the analytical estimate where the minimum within-host substitution
rate c2 “ pηδ˚νω{δ1qNp8q (analytical, c2 ą 0), and where c2 “ 0 (analytical, c2 “ 0).
BEAST-estimated viral substitution rates, using viral sequences from the phylodynamic
model, are shown in the bottom row (estimated).

We now turn to our predictions of substitution rate variation between different

epidemiological scenarios. To review, the model presented above leads us to ex-

pect substitution rates of epidemic viral lineages to exceed those from endemic viral

lineages when within-host dynamics are transient. This is not because of transient

polymorphism, but rather due to the interplay between within-host and epidemiologi-

cal dynamics. Under the parameterization used in these simulations, the substitution

rate of an epidemic viral lineage is 1.8-fold higher than the substitution rate of an

endemic viral lineage (Table 2.1). Our phylodynamic simulations instead result in a

roughly 2.5-fold difference (Table 2.1). This inflated ratio is a result of an inflated

substitution rate in the epidemic simulation’s viral lineage (with a substitution rate of

4.69 ˆ10´3 subs/site/yr rather than a substitution rate of 3.23 ˆ10´3 subs/site/yr).

To better understand the epidemic lineage’s inflated substitution rate, we turn

to the simulations with the within-host dynamics at equilibrium (Table 2.1). In

this case, we expect substitution rates of epidemic and endemic viral lineages to

be the same. Under the parameterization used, this substitution rate is 1.10ˆ10´3

subs/site/yr. Our phylodynamic simulations instead result in a roughly 1.6-fold

higher substitution rate in the epidemic viral lineage compared to the endemic viral
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lineage (Table 2.1). Again, this ratio, inflated from the expected ratio of 1, is a

result of an inflated substitution rate in the epidemic simulation’s viral lineage (with

a substitution rate of 1.86 ˆ10´3 subs/site/yr rather than a substitution rate of

1.10ˆ10´3 subs/site/yr).

These simulations therefore first demonstrate, in line with what is already known

(Duffy et al., 2008), that substitution rates are indeed artificially high when estimated

from empirical sequences that contain transient polymorphisms. They also show

that, at least under our specific model parameterization, epidemic viral lineages

can have more severely inflated substitution rates than those from endemic viral

lineages. This in turn leads to inflated substitution rate ratios between epidemic

and endemic viral lineages, even when this ratio should be one. Although elevated

substitution rates in epidemic viral lineages (like those shown in Figure 2.1) may

therefore solely be a result of an upwardly biased substitution rate, when substitution

rate ratios between epidemic and endemic viral lineages differ from one another by

factors of 2 to 6 (Figure 2.1), it is likely that the elevated substitution rates in

epidemic viral lineages are at least partly due to the interplay between within-host

and epidemiological dynamics, as hypothesized here.

2.5 Case Studies

We here consider whether the variation in viral substitution rate estimates shown in

Figure 2.1 can be explained by the interplay between within-host and epidemiological

dynamics, as hypothesized in the previous sections. To do so, we estimated the upper

bound on the ratio of viral substitution rates in epidemic versus endemic viral lineages

using equation 2.17. These calculations required empirical estimates of τc, µ, γ, and

β. We were able to find estimates of the first three of these four parameters for each

of the four viral species shown in Figure 2.1 (Figure 2.6 legend). Values of the basic

reproduction number R0, which can be used to provide estimates for β, were more
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difficult to find and more variable when found. We therefore considered a range of

R0 values, and compared the ratio of substitution rate estimates taken from Figure

2.1 to the analytical estimates we derived (Figure 2.6). Note that here we ignore the

effect that transient polymorphisms have on inflating substitution rates and possibly

substitution rate ratios.

Volk and coauthors estimated that CHIKV epidemic lineages have substitution

rates that are approximately 4 times higher than those from enzootic lineages (Volk

et al. 2010, Figure 2.1). This difference in substitution rates is consistent with our

model’s prediction, with an approximate value of R0 of 6 yielding similar estimates for

this ratio (Figure 2.6). Although the basic reproduction number of CHIKV is not well

known, current estimates lie between 2 and 11 (Boëlle et al., 2008). Within-host viral

dynamics, coupled with differences in host age of infection profiles in these different

epidemiological circumstances, could therefore plausibly be solely responsible for the

difference in CHIKV’s substitution rates shown in Figure 2.1.

The ratio of viral substitution rates in epidemic farmed fish populations compared

to those in endemic salt water fish populations is approximately 2.5 for VHSV (Figure

2.1). For IHNV, this ratio is approximately 6 (Figure 2.1). Unfortunately, to our

knowledge, the value of R0 for neither of these viruses has been estimated. However,

the ratio estimated for VHSV corresponds to an R0 value of approximately 2 and the

ratio estimated for IHNV corresponds to an R0 value of approximately 9 (Figure 2.6).

These R0 values fall well within the range of RNA viruses. The difference in both

of these viruses’ substitution rates in epidemic versus endemic areas could therefore

also plausibly be explained by the interplay between within-host viral dynamics and

epidemiological dynamics.

Finally, the epidemic lineage of HLTV-II has an approximately 350-fold higher

substitution rate than the endemic lineage (Salemi et al., 1999). This difference in

substitution rates is at least an order of magnitude higher than the one predicted
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Figure 2.6: The expected ratio of substitution rates estimated for a range of R0

values (solid lines). The ratios were estimated using equation 2.17 along with em-
pirical estimate of µ, γ, and τc. Transmission rate values, β were calculated from
the definition R0 “ β{pγ ` µq. For CHIKV (blue), parameter estimates were host
lifespan µ´1 “ 80 years, duration of infection γ´1 “ 11 days, and τc “ 2 days (Chen
et al., 2010; Poletti et al., 2011). For HTLV-II (orange), parameter estimates were
host lifespan µ´1 “ 80 years, γ “ 0, and τc “ 28 days (Kannian et al., 2012). For
VHSV (green), parameter estimates were host lifespan µ´1 “ 19 years, duration of
infection γ´1 “ 224 days, and τc “ 2 days (Hershberger et al., 2011; Avunje et al.,
2012). For IHNV (gray), parameter estimates were host lifespan µ´1 “ 19 years,
duration of infection γ´1 “ 18 days, and τc “ 2 days (LaPatra, 1998; Peñaranda
et al., 2009). Substitution rate ratios for CHIKV, VHSV, and IHNV calculated from
the data shown in Figure 2.1 are shown as dashed lines. The substitution rate ratio
for HTLV-II is not shown because it is too high (the ratio « 350).
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with the model under reasonable R0 values. In this case, within-host viral replication

differences along with differences in modes of transmission are more likely to be

responsible for the observed variation in HTLV-II substitution rates (Salemi et al.,

1999).

As noted in the previous section, transient polymorphisms artificially inflate sub-

stitution rates, particularly in epidemic scenarios. This inflation can upwardly skew

our estimates of the value of R0 necessary to yield the observed substitution rate

ratios. The necessary R0 values may therefore in fact be lower than these estimates.

Despite this potential bias, the substitution rate ratios calculated for CHIKV, VHSV,

and IHNV remain consistent with our explanation that these substitution rate dif-

ferences arise from the interplay between within-host and epidemiological dynamics.

2.6 Discussion

We have shown that epidemiological dynamics can affect viral substitution rates, pro-

viding a possible mechanism underlying observed within-species variation in these

rates. In particular, we have first shown that substitution rates are expected to

be higher in viral lineages persisting in regions with epidemic dynamics than those

persisting in regions with endemic dynamics. Second, we have shown that substi-

tution rates are expected to be higher when contact rates are higher, provided that

viral lineages are from regions undergoing epidemic dynamics. In contrast, differ-

ences in contact rates are not expected to result in differences in viral substitution

rates when viral lineages are from endemic regions. These theoretical expectations

are consistent with observed differences in within-species substitution rate estimates

for chikungunya virus (CHIKV), viral haemorrhagic septicaemia virus (VHSV), and

Infectious hematopoietic necrosis virus (IHNV) (Figure 2.1).

For epidemiological dynamics to impact viral substitution rates two conditions

need to be satisfied. The first condition is that the host age of infection upon trans-
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mission during the rise of an epidemic has to be different from the host age of infection

upon transmission in an endemic setting. Although this condition might appear to

be easily met, this is not necessarily the case. In particular, the age of infection upon

transmision in an epidemic versus an endemic situation will not be substantially dif-

ferent if the transmission rate depends heavily on infected individuals’ viral loads.

For example, if infected individuals would only be infectious during their peak viral

load, the average host age of infection upon transmission in epidemic versus endemic

situations would be the same. The difference in the host age of infection upon trans-

mission in epidemic versus endemic situations grows as this extreme case relaxes

towards all infected individuals remaining equally infectious over the course of their

infection (as we assume in the SIR model).

The second condition that needs to be satisfied for epidemiological dynamics to

affect viral substitution rates is that within-host viral substitution rates must change

over the duration of infection. In the within-host model we specified (equations 2.1),

the substitution rate decreased over time due to the depletion of uninfected target

cells. When coupled with a lower average age of infection upon transmission in the

epidemic scenario, this rate decrease resulted in higher population-level substitution

rates. The within-host model we used was purposefully simple, considering only

the dynamics of uninfected cells, infected cells, and free virus. While other within-

host models may be more realistic (e.g., by incorporating a latency class for infected

cells as in Baccam et al. (2006) and Beauchemin et al. (2008)), we expect that they

would yield qualitatively similar theoretical expectations provided that the per capita

reproduction rate of infected cells (m) in these models similarly decline over the time

course of an infection.

Our analyses clearly show that within-host depletion of uninfected cells (the viral

resource) results in decreases of within-host substitution rates over time. However,

alternative processes not considered here may have the same effect. For example,
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decreases in viral replication rates (Kurath et al., 2003; Kenah et al., 2008) and de-

creases in the replication rate of infected cells (Hicks and Duffy, 2011) have both

been documented within hosts, and these processes would similarly lead to decreases

in within-host substitution rates over the course of an infection. As our theoretical

predictions only require a decrease in within-host substitution rates over an infec-

tion, and not a specific within-host process to be at play, these alternative processes

provide additional ways our theoretical predictions could be realized.

In principle, alternative processes that result in within-host substitution rates

that increase over the course of an infection could also exist. In this case, one would

expect population-level substitution rates to be lower in epidemic than in endemic

situations, and for higher contact rates to lead to lower population-level substi-

tution rates. Finally, it is conceivable that within-host substitution rates change

non-monotonically over the course of an infection as a result of multiple interacting

processes. In such a case, differences in population-level substitution rates between

different epidemiological scenarios are not straightforward to anticipate, as they will

depend on the quantitative changes in host age of infection profiles and on the quan-

titative changes in within-host viral substitution rates.

We have shown that changes in within-host viral substitution rates are necessary

for epidemiological dynamics to be able to affect population-level substitution rates

(in the absence of selection), but not that any specific process needs to be invoked

to generate these within-host changes. Rather than assuming a specific within-host

model, it would therefore be possible to directly reconstruct within-host substitution

rates from viral genetic data and integrate them with an appropriate epidemiological

model to determine expected population-level substitution rate differences in differ-

ent epidemiological contexts. Specifically, if sequences were sampled serially over

the time course of the infection, a computational approach developed by Drummond

and coauthors (Drummond et al., 2002) could be used to estimate time-dependent
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within-host substitution rates. This approach has already been used to estimate

changes in substitution rates within chronically infected patients, including those

with HIV infections (Williamson et al., 2005) and those with hepatitis C infections

(Yamaguchi et al., 1994). Estimating within-host substitution rate changes in acute

infections will prove to be more difficult, but not impossible.

The work presented here developed from observations that the same viral species

exhibits differences in substitution rates depending on its specific epidemiological

context (Figure 2.1). We have shown that in three out of the four cases considered

(CHIKV, IHNV, and VHSV, but not HTLV-II), the magnitude of substitution rate

differences observed could be parsimoniously explained by the model. Further exam-

ples would of course be insightful, in that they may highlight under what transmission

circumstances the process we invoke is sufficient in explaining observed substitution

rate differences, and when it is not. Of particular interest are examples that would

broaden the scope of this work, by looking beyond epidemic versus endemic dy-

namics and higher versus lower contact rates. For example, comparisons between

epidemic dynamics in partially vaccinated populations versus unvaccinated popu-

lations should yield higher substitution rates in the latter. Similarly, other public

health interventions, such as vector control policies and quarantine measures, should

affect population-level substitution rates, provided that substitution rates vary over

the time course of an infection. With the ever increasing amount of viral genetic data

becoming available, further examples will soon come to bear on the importance of

this mechanism, as well as the role it may play in the adaptive evolution of viruses.

For now, it is becoming increasingly clear that epidemiological dynamics can affect

evolutionary rates, even in the absence of selection.
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2.7 Supplement A: Derivation of the instantaneous substitution rate
for the fast viral dynamics model

To derive an analytical expression for the instantaneous within-host substitution

rate, we first assume that free viral particles in the summed within-host model are

in quasi-steady state, such that dV {dτ « 0. Hence the number of free virus particles

is proportional to the number of infected cells:

V pτq “
νδ˚N˚pτq

δ1
. (A1)

With this assumption, the within-host model becomes:

dN

dτ
“ λ´

ωνδ˚

δ1
NN˚

´ δN

dN˚

dτ
“
ωνδ˚

δ1
NN˚

´ δ˚N˚. (A2)

For this fast virus dynamics model, AV {V “ AN˚{N
˚. Equation 4 from the main

text therefore becomes:

dAN˚

dτ
“
ωνδ˚

δ1
NN˚

ˆ

AN˚

N˚
` 1

˙

´ δ˚AN˚ . (A3)

Differentiating AN˚{N
˚ using the quotient rule, and making use of equations (A2)

and (A3), gives

d

dτ

ˆ

AN˚

N˚

˙

“
ωνδ˚

δ1
N. (A4)

This allows for the calculation of the instantaneous substitution rate:

spτq “ η
d

dτ

ˆ

AV
V

˙

“ η
d

dτ

ˆ

AN˚

N˚

˙

“
ηωνδ˚

δ1
N, (A5)

whose maximum value, c1, occurs at time τ “ 0:

c1 “
ηωνδ˚

δ1
Np0q. (A6)
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2.8 Supplement B: Estimate for minimum number of uninfected cells
in the within-host model

To obtain a lower-bound for the within-host viral substitution rate, we derive an

expression for the minimum number of uninfected cells. Using the summed within-

host model, we first assume fast viral dynamics and ignore birth (λ) and death (δ)

of uninfected cells. This yields:

dN

dτ
“ ´

ωνδ˚

δ1
NN˚ (B1)

dN˚

dτ
“
ωνδ˚

δ1
NN˚

´ δ˚N˚ (B2)

The minimum number of uninfected cells in this case is given by Np8q. We estimate

Np8q by using the method outlined by Luo and coauthors (Luo et al., 2012) for

calculating the final size of a single infection. This method is similar to the calculation

of the final size of an epidemic (Kermack and McKendrick, 1927). Using this method,

we obtain:

Np8q “ Np0q exp

"

´

„

W0

ˆ

´
ων

δ1
Np0qe

´ων
δ1
Np0q

´

1`N˚p0q
Np0q

¯

˙

`
ων

δ1
Np0q

ˆ

1`
N˚p0q

Np0q

˙*

(B3)

Here, W0pxq is the Product Log function, also known as the Lambert W function,

which satisfies z “ W0pzqe
W0pzq when W0pzq ą ´1. Because N˚p0q ! Np0q, a good

approximation for equation B3 is:

Np8q “ Np0q exp
!

´W0

´

´
ων

δ1
Np0qe´

ων
δ1
Np0q

¯

`
ων

δ1
Np0q

)

. (B4)

We can also arrive at equation B4 without assuming fast viral dynamics. Specifically,

if we again ignore birth and death of uninfected cells in the summed within-host

model (equation 3, main text), the resulting model can be mapped into an SEIR

model, with uninfected cells N as the susceptible S class, infected cells N˚ as the

exposed E class, and free virus V as the infected I class. Applying the results
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provided in Diekmann and Heesterbeek (2000) and Ma and Earn (2006) to this

model yields equation B4.
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2.9 Supplement C: Estimation of the upper-bound substitution rate
without the assumption of fast viral dynamics

During the initial period of the within-host infection, the number of uninfected cells

is very close to its initial number: N « Np0q. To explore the dynamics during this

early stage of infection, we make the approximation N “ Np0q, reducing the summed

nonlinear within-host model (equations 3, main text) to the following pair of coupled

linear equations:

dN˚

dτ
“ ωNp0qV ´ δ˚N˚

dV

dτ
“ νδ˚N˚

´ δ1V. (C1)

The solution to these equations can be written in terms of the eigenvalues, λ1 and

λ2, and eigenvectors of the matrix:

A “

ˆ

´δ˚ ωNp0q
νδ˚ ´δ1

˙

(C2)

The eigenvalues of A are given by

λ1,2 “
1

2

´

´δ1 ´ δ˚ ˘
a

pδ1 ´ δ˚q2 ` 4νωδ˚Np0q
¯

. (C3)

The larger of these eigenvalues, which we write as λ1, gives the growth constant of

the virus (and infected cell) population during the linear phase. To simplify notation

in what follows, we define the quantity Γ, given by

Γ “
a

pδ1 ´ δ˚q2 ` 4νωδ˚Np0q . (C4)

With the initial conditions V p0q “ 1, N˚p0q “ 0, we find

V pτq “
1

2Γ

!

e´pδ
1`δ˚´Γqτ{2

pΓ` δ˚ ´ δ1q ` e´pδ
1`δ˚`Γqτ{2

pΓ` δ1 ´ δ˚q
)

, (C5)

N˚
pτq “

ωNp0q

Γ

!

e´pδ
1`δ˚´Γqτ{2

´ e´pδ
1`δ˚`Γqτ{2

)

. (C6)
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Setting N “ Np0q in equations 4 and 5 of the main text gives the following pair

of inhomogeneous coupled linear equations

dAN˚

dτ
“ ´δ˚AN˚ ` ωNp0qAV ` ωNp0qV pτq, (C7)

dAV
dτ

“ νδ˚AN˚ ´ δ
1AV , (C8)

where V pτq is given by expression (C5). We remark that the homogeneous part of

this pair of equations can be written in terms of the matrix A given above. With

the initial conditions AN˚p0q “ AV p0q “ 0, the following solution is obtained

AN˚pτq “
ωNp0q

Γ3
e´pδ

˚`δ1qτ{2

"

eΓτ{2
`

νωδ˚Np0q tΓτ ´ 2u ` Γ2
˘

` (C9)

e´Γτ{2
`

νωδ˚Np0q tΓτ ` 2u ´ Γ2
˘

*

,

AV pτq “
νωδ˚Np0q

2Γ3
e´pδ

˚`δ1qτ{2

"

eΓτ{2
ptΓ` δ˚ ´ δ1uΓτ ´ 2tδ˚ ´ δ1uq´ (C10)

e´Γτ{2
ptΓ´ δ˚ ` δ1uΓτ ´ 2tδ˚ ´ δ1uq

*

The quotient of equations (C10) and (C5) gives an explicit, albeit unwieldy, for-

mula for the mean number of replication cycles, Mgpτq. From this formula, however,

it is easily shown that, following an initial transient, Mgpτq approaches the following

straight line

Mgpτq “
νωδ˚Np0q

Γ
τ `

2νωδ˚Np0qpδ1 ´ δ˚q

Γ2pΓ` δ˚ ´ δ1q
. (C11)

By taking the derivative with respect to time τ of equation C11 (dMgpτq{dt), and

using equation 2 from the main text, the substitution rate becomes

spτq “ η
νωδ˚Np0q

Γ
. (C12)

By comparing equation C12 with c1, given in equation A6, it is easy to see that c1

is an overestimate of the initial substitution rate.
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2.10 Supplement D: Comparison of estimates for differences in sub-
stitution rates for epidemic and endemic scenarios
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Figure 2.7: Ratios of substitution rates under epidemic versus endemic dynamics
as a function of the transmission rate β. We plot the estimate of the ratio letting
c2 “ pηδ

˚νω{δ1qNp8q when c1 “ pηδ
˚νω{δ1qNp0q (solid line) and when c1 is given

by the substitution rate in equation C12 (long dashed line). Additionally, we plot
the estimate of the ratio letting c2 “ 0 (short dashed line). With the exception of β,
parameter values correspond to those used in Figures 2.2 and 2.3.

Here, we compare how two different estimates of c2 (c2 “ pηδ
˚νω{δ1qNp8q and

c2 “ 0) as well as two different estimates of c1 (c1 “ pηδ˚νω{δ1qNp0q or c1 given

by the substitution rate in equation C12) affect the ratio of substitution rates in

epidemic versus endemic scenarios. Figure 2.7 shows that letting c2 “ 0 provides an

upper bound for the difference in substitution rates between epidemic and endemic

scenarios. The impact of the two different estimates of c1 is minor.
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2.11 Supplement E: Phylodynamic model simulations and substitu-
tion rate estimation from simulated sequences

Here, we describe our phylodynamic model in the context of the four simulated sce-

narios: epidemic population dynamics with transient within-host dynamics, endemic

population dynamics with transient within-host dynamics, epidemic population dy-

namics with within-host dynamics at equilibrium, and endemic population dynamics

with within-host dynamics at equilibrium.

Our phylodynamic model has two components: the deterministic within-host

model described in the main text and a stochastic, partially individual-based epidemi-

ological model. Consistent with the integro-differential epidemiological model pre-

sented in the main text, the epidemiological model implements susceptible-infected-

recovered (SIR) dynamics. Dynamics in the numbers of susceptible, infected, and

recovered hosts are simulated using Gillespie’s exact algorithm (Gillespie, 1977). The

individual-based component of the model tracks when individuals become infected,

by whom they become infected, and when they leave the population due to either

host death or host recovery.

We use the information from the individual-based component of the SIR model

to generate a who-infected-whom genealogy from a sampled subset of infected indi-

viduals. Individuals are sampled by first choosing a number of sampling times n and

then, at each sampling time, picking an infected individual at random from the list

of individuals infected at that time. This list can be arrived at using the times of

infection and recovery of each infected individual. Using the data on who infected

whom, we then reconstruct the genealogy of the set of sampled individuals.

We use this reconstructed genealogy to evolve a viral nucleotide sequence for

each of the sampled individuals. To do this, we start with a nucleotide sequence of

a certain length l. Each base pair in this sequence is randomly assigned a nucleotide
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(A, C, G, or T), with specified probability. This sequence is assigned to the most

recent common ancestor of all the sampled individuals. To evolve the sequences, we

move down the genealogy, one generation at a time. At each transmission, we use the

data collected as part of the individual-based component of the model to calculate the

time between when an individual becomes infected and when his transmitting parent

became infected. Using this time value for τ , the number of replication cycles accrued

in the virus being transmitted is then probabilistically chosen from the distribution

of replication cycles at time τ resulting from simulation of the full within-host model.

To evolve the sequence from an infected parent to each of its infected children, we

first calculate the mean number of mutations that will have occurred in the parent

prior to a given transmission: λ “ repηl, where rep is the number of replication cycles

accrued in the parent prior to transmission, η is the per site, per replication cycle

mutation rate, and l is the length of the nucleotide sequence. We then determine

the discrete number of mutations that occurred in the sequence by drawing from a

Poisson distribution with this mean. We then, one-by-one, ‘throw’ these mutations

onto the sequence, at each throw picking the base pair location at random (with

replacement). Each mutation thrown onto the sequence results in a nucleotide change

that is probabilistically chosen according to the specified parameters of the model of

sequence evolution used. We repeat this mutation process over the entire genealogy,

resulting in n nucleotide sequence samples with known sampling times. Finally, we

estimate substitution rates and infer viral phylogenies from these sequences using

BEAST (Drummond and Rambaut, 2007).

For the two epidemic scenarios, we simulate a sustained set of epidemics on a spa-

tially distributed metapopulation, as illustrated schematically in Figure 2.4. Each

epidemic starts with a single infected individual and the remainder of the popula-

tion being susceptible. Infected individuals starting off the epidemics are seeded from

randomly chosen infected individuals that are present in the donor populations some-
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time during the donor populations’ epidemic rise (at a time that is randomly selected

before the number of susceptible individuals falls below 85 % of the host population

size P ). For the two endemic scenarios, we use a single one-patch phylodynamic

simulation.

We run both the epidemic and the endemic simulations for ten years, parameter-

izing the runs with the population-level parameters listed in the legend of Figure 2.3

of the main text, with the exception of the endemic simulations for which we use a

host population size of P “ 2 million to avoid stochastic extinction. We then sam-

pled n “ 100 infected individuals from the last three years of the model simulations

to ensure a single common ancestor for each of the simulations. To consider transient

versus equilibrium within-host dynamics, we simply use the appropriate distribution

for the number of accrued replication cycles by time τ when probabilistically deter-

mining the number of replication cycles that have accrued between a transmitting

parent and each of its children. When simulating sequences, we used a sequence

length of l “ 10, 000 nucleotides and the HKY model of sequence evolution with

equal base frequencies and a transition/transversion rate ratio κ “ 3. In the BEAST

runs, we specified a strict molecular clock, a Bayesian skyline coalescent prior, and

an HKY model of sequence evolution.

To control as much as possible when estimating substitution rates, we used the

same population-level simulation for each of the two epidemic scenarios, and sampled

the same individuals from this simulation for each of these two scenarios. Similarly,

we used the same population-level simulation for each of the two endemic scenarios,

and sampled the same individuals from this simulation for each of these two scenar-

ios. Differences in estimated substitution rates between transient and equilibrium

within-host dynamics, for a given population-level scenario, are therefore solely due

to differences in the rate at which replication cycles accrue over the course of infection

under these different within-host scenarios.
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3

Understanding the mechanisms driving intermittent
detection of co-circulating lineages in chronic

hepatitis C virus infection

3.1 Introduction

With a 2% prevalence in the human population, hepatitis C virus (HCV) can cause

liver damage, carcinoma, and failure in chronically infected individuals WHO (2014).

No effective vaccine has been developed for the virus and currently available treat-

ment options result in a sustained viral response (defined as long-term non-detection

of HCV in host serum) only 50-90% of the time WHO (2014); CDC (2014). Promis-

ing drugs have recently come to market, though they are economically costly and

drug resistance is known to rapidly evolve Chao et al. (2014); Murakami et al. (2014).

Because of the epidemiological burden of HCV and the continuing development of

antiviral drugs for this virus, understanding how HCV circulates within individual

hosts and how it evolves during chronic infection is currently of critical importance.

Unfortunately, however, the virus is known for being elusive: HCV was not discov-

ered until 1989, only recently has been cultured in vitro, and does not have a well-
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established small-animal model Moradpour et al. (2007); Murray and Rice (2011).

With sequencing technologies becoming less expensive, however, HCV genetic data

from chronically infected individuals have become increasingly available for study.

These data have provided valuable insights into how viral evolution may affect the

ability of HCV to establish a chronic infection Farci et al. (2000); Liu et al. (2012)

and into how the virus’s characteristic evolutionary patterns change over stages of

infection Bull et al. (2011); Ramachandran et al. (2011).

Phylogenetic studies of HCV have further isolated a number of evolutionary pat-

terns that are unique to this virus. One such pattern is that of a limited number

of viral lineages (generally 2 to 3) that persist over many years of chronic infection

Farci et al. (2000); Ramachandran et al. (2011); Gray et al. (2012). Little is known

about how and why these distinct viral lineages evolve and what factors maintain

them. Spatial or cellular separation of viral populations is one possible mechanism

for their maintenance: while HCV infection mostly occurs in liver cells, the virus can

infect other kinds of cells, including peripheral blood mononucleocites (PBMCs), and

some evidence points towards the evolution of cell tropism within chronically infected

hosts Gismondi et al. (2013). Another possibility is that persisting viral lineages dif-

fer antigenically from one another, with their maintenance being a consequence of

distinct interactions with the host immune response. This possibility is supported

by research indicating that HCV undergoes immune escape as a way of maintaining

chronic infection Farci et al. (2000).

Intriguingly, a recent phylogenetic analysis indicates that the limited number of

persistent HCV lineages circulating within chronically infected hosts are frequently

only intermittently detected in host serum samples Gray et al. (2012). This finding

was based on viral isolates obtained by Sanger sequencing Farci et al. (2006), which

generally does not capture low-frequency viral variants Mardis (2008). The observed

intermittent detection of HCV lineages is therefore likely due to temporal changes
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in the relative abundance of distinct viral lineages in the host serum. Given the

two possible explanations for the maintenance of a limited number of viral lineages,

intermittent detection of these lineages may either be a result of time-varying rates

of viral release from spatially-separated host cells into the serum or time-varying

changes in the number of virus-infected host cells, mediated by interactions of the

viral populations with the host immune response.

In an effort to better understand how these two hypotheses differ from one an-

other, and the dynamic consequences of these differences, we here explore both the

variable release rate hypothesis and the adaptive immunity hypothesis using a mech-

anistic within-host HCV mathematical model. Specifically, we model the within-host

population dynamics of two viral lineages under each of these hypotheses and use

coalescent-based models to simulate the evolutionary dynamics of these lineages. Us-

ing these models, we first show that both hypotheses can reproduce the intermittent

detection of viral lineages that has been documented empirically. We then show,

however, that HCV treatment would lead to very different dynamical outcomes un-

der the proposed hypotheses, thereby highlighting the importance of determining

which of these hypotheses is primarily responsible for the intermittent detection of

viral lineages. Finally, through a mathematical analysis of the models, we show how

the two hypotheses can be distinguished from one another using serially-sampled

within-host HCV sequences. We attempt to determine which of these hypotheses

is better supported empirically using sequence data from individuals chronically in-

fected with HCV. However, in the two patients whose HCV data we analyze, we find

seemingly conflicting results, indicating that more intense sampling of HCV within-

host populations is needed to yield definitive support for one hypothesis over the

other.
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3.2 Models

The compartmental model we use to examine the evolutionary dynamics of HCV

within chronically infected hosts, in its most general form, is based on a Lotka-

Volterra predator-prey model of virus and host immune system dynamics Nowak

and May (2000); Fenton and Perkins (2010), with additional compartments for virus

in the host serum. For simplicity, we consider only two viral lineages that persist over

time, which we will index by m “ t1, 2u. For each of the two viral subpopulations,

we model infected target cells (Nm), free virus in the liver (Lm), free virus in the

serum (Sm), and immune cells targeting the focal subpopulation (Tm):

dNm

dt
“ βLm pK ´Nmq ´ cTmNm ´ δNNm

dLm
dt

“ ρNm ´ rLm ´ βLm pK ´Nmq ´ δLLm

dSm
dt

“ rLm ´ δSSm

dTm
dt

“ acNmTm ´ δTTm (3.1)

The first term in the equation governing the rate of change in the number of infected

target cells (βLm pK ´Nmq) reflects the increase in the number of infected target

cells that results from the entry of free virus (Lm) into uninfected target cells. Instead

of explicitly modeling uninfected cells, we assume that there is a constant number

K of target host cells. The quantity (K ´Nm) is therefore the number of uninfected

target cells. In this term, the parameter β quantifies viral infectivity. The number

of infected target cells decreases due to clearance by immune cells (cTmNm), with c

quantifying the rate of immune-mediated clearance, and due to natural mortality of

infected target cells (δNNm), with death rate δN . Free virus in the liver increases as

infected target cells release free virus (ρNm), and decreases with viral release into
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the host serum (rLm), infection of target cells (βLmpK ´ Nmq), and background

mortality (at per capita rate δL). Free virus in the serum increases upon release of

free virus from the liver (rLm), and decreases as a result of natural mortality (at per

capita rate δS). Immune cells are recruited when they bind to an infected target cell,

with recruitment rate a, and decrease as a result of natural mortality (at a per capita

rate δT ). For simplicity, equations 3.1 assume that the two viral subpopulations do

not interact with one another: they do not compete for target cells, and immune

responses against these viral subpopulations are not cross-reactive.

While equations 3.1 can be used to simulate the within-host population dynamics

of HCV, they do not directly provide us with HCV evolutionary dynamics. To

simulate these evolutionary dynamics, we use the elegant coalescent-based framework

developed by Volz Volz (2012). This framework allows us to simulate a coalescent

tree conditional on the within-host dynamics of the model. The framework requires

that “birth” and “migration” rates into model compartments are specified. Because

the populations of interest that we are modeling are those of the virus, the birth

and migration rates of immune cells T are unnecessary to specify when simulating

the coalescent tree. Using the notation introduced in Volz (2012), the “birth” rate

matrix F for a single viral subpopulation from equation 3.1 is given by:

F ptq “

¨

˝

fNN fNL fNS
fLN fLL fLS
fSN fSL fSS

˛

‚“

¨

˝

0 ρNptq 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

˛

‚ (3.2)

where we have dropped the subscript m from the variable N for notational simplicity.

A given fkl term in the birth matrix specifies the overall rate at which individuals

belonging to class k give birth to individuals belonging to class l. The “migration”
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rate matrix G for a single viral subpopulation from equation 3.1 is given by:

Gptq “

¨

˝

gNN gNL gNS
gLN gLL gLS
gSN gSL gSS

˛

‚“

¨

˝

0 0 0
βLptq pK ´Nptqq 0 rptqLptq

0 0 0

˛

‚ (3.3)

where we have again dropped the subscript m from all the relevant variables. A given

gkl term in the migration rate matrix specifies the overall rate at which individuals

belonging to class k migrate into class l. From Volz (2012), the rate of coalescence

for lineage i and j in a general structured population is given by:

rλi,j “
ÿ

k

ÿ

l

fkl
YkYl

ppikpjl ` pilpjkq (3.4)

where p.˚ is the probability of lineage . being in class ˚, and Yk and Yl are the number

of individuals in classes k and l, respectively. In our case, the relevant classes are N ,

L, and S. Substituting the birth rates specified in equation 2 into equation 4, and

simplifying, yields the following rate of coalescence for two lineages i and j belonging

to the same viral subpopulation:

rλi,j “
ρ

L
ppiLpjN ` piNpjLq (3.5)

The probabilities piL, pjN , piN , and pjL are determined numerically by simulating

over reverse-time s. Specifically, the change in probability that lineage i is in class

k, over reverse-time s is given by equation 42 in Volz (2012). With a small number

of sampled lineages, Volz’s equation 42 can be simplified:

dpik
ds

“
ÿ

l

ˆ

pil
Yl
gkl ´

pik
Yk
glk `

pil
Yl
fkl ´

pik
Yk
flk

˙

(3.6)

Using matrices F and G (equations 3.2 and 3.3), the rates of change in state proba-
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bilities for the within-host model given by equations 3.1 is:

dpiL
ds

“
piN
N
βLpK ´Nq ´

piL
L
ρN `

piS
S
rL

dpiN
ds

“
piL
L
ρN ´

piN
N
βLpK ´Nq

dpiS
ds

“ ´
piS
S
rL (3.7)

for each of the viral subpopulations. Since all sequences are sampled from the serum,

the initial state probabilities for any sampled virus is rpiL, piN , piSs = r0, 0, 1s. We

simulate phylogenies from these models backwards in time by discretizing the equa-

tions above and using the time-varying probabilities to determine the timing of coa-

lescent events, as has been done previously Frost and Volz (2013); Volz et al. (2013).

At any simulated coalescent event, the newly formed parent lineage must belong to

the infected cell state because only infected target cells N can replicate virus. In the

notation provided in Volz (2012), this corresponds to pα,N “ 1 and pα,L “ pα,S “ 0,

where α is the state of the newly formed branch.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Intermittent detection of viral lineages is consistent with both the variable viral
release rate hypothesis and the adaptive immunity hypothesis

To first determine whether both of the hypotheses that have been proposed to explain

the intermittent detection of HCV lineages are viable, we simulated the HCV within-

host population model and the coalescent model described in the above section. To

this end, we first modified the above models to capture only the salient features of

the proposed hypotheses.

To model the variable viral release rate hypothesis, we exclude immune cells from

the model (equations 3.1) and further let the release rate of free virus into the serum

be time-dependent, given by the following periodic function:
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rptq “ εp1` cospξπtqq (3.8)

These changes result in the following model:

dNm

dt
“ βLm pK ´Nmq ´ δNNm

dLm
dt

“ ρNm ´ rptqLm ´ βLm pK ´Nmq ´ δLLm

dSm
dt

“ rptqLm ´ δSSm (3.9)

To model the adaptive immunity hypothesis, we instead return to the full model

(equations 3.1), and let the release rate of free virus into the serum r be a constant.

For both of these models, we simulated the within-host population dynamics

stochastically using Gillespie’s τ -leap method Gillespie (2001) starting from equilib-

rium conditions. We then used these forward simulations as input into the reverse-

time coalescent model to obtain stochastic phylogenetic realizations for each of the

two HCV lineages we consider in our models. In more detail, to simulate an HCV

phylogeny we first selected random times of sampling from the serum. At each chosen

sampling time point we “collected” a fixed number of samples, each of which could

come from either the first or the second viral subpopulation modeled, depending on

the relative frequencies of free virus in the serum. Specifically, a viral isolate came

from the first subpopulation with the probability S1

S1`S2
. Because no “births” or “mi-

grations” occur between viral subpopulations, viral lineages can only coalesce if they

belong to the same subpopulation. Purely for visualization purposes, we coalesce the

two major HCV lineages at time zero of the simulation.

A stochastic phylodynamic simulation of the variable viral release rate hypothesis

is shown in Figure 3.1. The within-host population dynamics show that the numbers

of infected target cells and the amounts of free virus in the liver remain approximately
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Figure 3.1: Population and phylogenetic dynamics of the viral release rate hypoth-
esis. We here plot the within-host HCV population dynamics and corresponding
phylogeny for a stochastic realization of the viral release rate hypothesis. Subplots
A-C show values for a stochastic simulation of the within-host HCV population dy-
namics parameterized for the viral release rate hypothesis (equations 3.9) for free
virus in the liver (A), infected target cells (B), and free virus in the serum (C). Sub-
plot D shows the corresponding phylogenetic tree simulated from the results shown
in A-C as well as a reverse-time discretized simulation of the derived coalescent equa-
tions for the within-host model(equations 3.5 and 3.7).Subplot E shows the relative
number of virus sampled from the blue subpopulation. Each subpopulation is color
coded. The parameters used in the within-host population model are as follows: the
viral infectivity is β “ 3ˆ 10´7 days´1, the viral production rate ρ “ 400 virions per
day, infected target cell death rate δN “ 1 day´1, viral clearance rate from the serum
and the liver are δS “ 24 and δL “ 24 days´1, respectively, and infected cell carrying
capacity K “ 2.05 ˆ 105 cells. The parameters for the periodic function governing
the time-varying rate of viral release into the serum are ε “ 0.04 and ξ “ 6 ˆ 10´3

and 4ˆ 10´3 for the blue and red lineages, respectively.
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constant over time for each of the two HCV subpopulations modeled (Figures 3.1A-

B). In contrast, the amount of free virus in the host serum varies considerably over

time for each HCV subpopulation (Figure 3.1C), due to time-varying viral release

rates from the liver into the serum. Although the modeled HCV subpopulations are

not dependent on one another, Figure 3.1C shows that the relative frequencies of the

subpopulations change in time. This results from differences in the periodicity of viral

release (see Figure 3.1 legend), given by the model parameter ξ. We assumed that

this parameter likely differed between the HCV subpopulations because of intrinsic

differences in the types or spatial locations of cells that these subpopulations infect.

The temporally-varying relative frequencies of the two HCV subpopulations result

in viral isolate sampling at each time point that is dominated by one of the two

subpopulations (Figure 3.1D). This corresponds to intermittent detection of viral

lineages, consistent with empirical observations Gray et al. (2012). Finally, Figure

3.1E shows a stochastic realization of the HCV phylogeny under the variable viral

release rate hypothesis, using the realized population dynamics shown in Figures

3.1A-C.

A stochastic phylodynamic realization of the immunity hypothesis is shown in

Figure 3.2. Unlike the viral release rate hypothesis, the presence of the adaptive

immune system results in cycling numbers of infected target cells and amounts of

free virus in the liver (Figures 3.2A-B). The abundance of adaptive immune cells

also cycle over time (Figure 3.2C). Like the results of the viral release rate hypoth-

esis, the amounts of free virus in the host serum varies considerably over time for

each HCV subpopulation (Figure 3.2D), however this is due to the variations in the

amount of free virus in the liver and not due to the viral release rates. This vari-

ation in the amount of free virus in the serum results in domination of one of the

two subpopulations at each sampling time point (Figure 3.2E). In realizations of the

immunity hypothesis, the cycling of the strains is generally not synchronous due to
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Figure 3.2: Population and phylogenetic dynamics of the immunity hypothesis. We
here plot the within-host HCV population dynamics and corresponding phylogeny
for a stochastic realization of the immunity hypothesis. Subplots A-D show values for
a stochastic simulation of the within-host HCV population dynamics parameterized
for the immunity hypothesis (equations 3.1 with constant rate of viral release into
the serum r) for infected target cells (A), free virus in the liver (B), free virus in
the serum (C), and host immune cells (D). Subplot E shows the relative number
of virus sampled from the blue subpopulation. Subplot F shows the corresponding
phylogenetic tree simulated from the results shown in A-D as well as a reverse-
time discretized simulation of the derived coalescent equations for the within-host
model (equations 3.5 and 3.7). Each subpopulation is color coded (red and blue
lines). The parameters used in the within-host population model are as follows: the
viral infectivity is β “ 1 ˆ 10´9 days´1, the viral production rate ρ “ 400 virions
per day, infected target cell death rate δN “ 0.1 day´1, host immune cell death
rate δT “ 1 ˆ 10´4 days´1, viral clearance rate from the serum and the liver are
δS “ 24 and δL “ 24 days´1, respectively. The rate of immune mediated clearance
c “ 5.6 ˆ 10´4 days ´1, immune cell recruitment rate a “ 5.6 ˆ 10´6 days ´1, and
infected cell carrying capacity K “ 2.05ˆ 105 cells.
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stochasticity in the simulations of the model. However, this is not due to inherent

asynchronous properties of the model (the two strains are independent of one an-

other). If we included a cross-immunity component to the model we would expect

the dynamics to be more asynchronous, which would similarly result in intermittent

detection of the two strains. Figure 3.2F shows a simulation of the HCV phylogeny

from the population dynamics shown in Figures 3.2A-D.

3.3.2 The impact of treatment on HCV populations is model-dependent

Although both the variable release rate hypothesis and the adaptive immunity hy-

pothesis lead to similarities in viral dynamics in the serum (Figures 3.1C, 2C) and

can both reproduce the observed pattern of intermittent detection of co-circulating

HCV lineages (Figures 3.1D-E, 2E-F), these two hypotheses capture very different

underlying mechanisms. As such, they may respond differently to extrinsic per-

turbations. One such perturbation is treatment with an anti-HCV drug. Existing

anti-HCV drugs include peginterferon alpha, ribivarin, and several newly-developed

promising drugs that directly target HCV, known as directly acting antiviral (DAA)

therapies A et al. (2014). Here, to determine whether HCV dynamics in the liver

are differentially impacted by treatment depending on which hypothesis is at play,

we simulated both HCV within-host models assuming the same treatment regimen.

Though specific anti-HCV therapies have different underlying mechanisms, they are

all known to reduce viral production rates Neumann et al. (1998); A et al. (2014).

We therefore include treatment into the models by reducing the viral production

rate ρ (equation 3.1) by a factor of p1 ´ νq, where ν, taking on a value between 0

and 1, quantifies the efficacy of the drug treatment. This is a common method of

modeling treatment dynamics in HCV Neumann et al. (1998); Guedj et al. (2010);

Snoeck et al. (2010). With treatment, the dynamics of free virus in the liver thereby

become:
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dLm
dt

“ ρp1´ νqNm ´ rLm ´ βLm pK ´Nmq ´ δLLm (3.10)

Infected individuals generally undergo treatment for 4-8 months once liver scar-

ring has come about and therefore after chronic infection has already been established

Liver et al. (2014). We therefore model treatment by setting ν to a value between 0

and 1 for a duration of 6 months, and then remove treatment by setting ν back to 0.

Under treatment, three scenarios can occur: 1) treatment ultimately clears the

virus; 2) treatment clears one viral subpopulation, but the other subpopulation re-

bounds following the cessation of treatment; and 3) treatment transiently impacts

the size of both viral subpopulations, but both ultimately rebound after the ces-

sation of treatment. The first scenario is one which corresponds to viral dynamics

in “responders”, where virus remains undetectable following cessation of treatment

Liver et al. (2014). The second and third scenarios correspond to viral dynamics in

“non-responders” or “relapsers”, who are patients whose serum viral load decreases

during treatment but eventually rebounds to pre-treatment levels Dieterich et al.

(2009). There are several different classifications based on how much of a decrease in

viral load occurs, but we will use the term “non-responder” as a more general term

encompassing all of these specific classifications. Figures 3.3 and 4 show stochas-

tic realizations of the HCV within-host models for a typical “non-responder” for

whom both viral subpopulations rebound. From these figures, it is clear that drug

treatment results in qualitatively different viral dynamics in the liver under these

two hypotheses. Under the variable viral release rate hypothesis, anti-HCV drug

treatment results in a temporary size reduction of the viral subpopulations present

in the liver (Figures 3.3A-B). This reduction, however, is followed by a rapid and

synchronous rebound of the viral subpopulations back to equilibrium levels after

treatment has stopped. The temporarily low levels of free virus in the liver results
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Figure 3.3: Within-host population dynamics for the viral release model with
treatment. Subplots A-C show a stochastic realization of the viral release rate model
with treatment with infected target cells (A), free virus in the liver (B), free virus
in the serum (C), and the total number of free virus in the serum (D). Treatment
is administered after 5 years of infection for 6 months, with a treatment efficacy
ν “ 0.01. blue and red lines represent separate subpopulations and black vertical
lines represent treatment timing. The remaining model parameters are equivalent to
the parameter values in Figure 1.
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in temporarily low levels of free virus in the serum (Figure 3.3C-D). The relative fre-

quencies of the viral subpopulations in the serum, however, are negligibly impacted,

such that intermittent detection of these lineages is expected to continue, at similar

frequencies as prior to treatment.

Under the adaptive immunity hypothesis, anti-HCV drug treatment again im-

pacts viral population dynamics, but in a very different way (Figures 3.4A-C). Instead

of having a precipitous and immediate effect on viral subpopulation sizes in the liver,

treatment results in a more moderate decline in viral population size and lengthens

the periodicity of viral dynamics. This is because a reduction in viral production

rates impacts not only the dynamics of virus in the liver directly (Figures 3.4A-B),

but further, and indirectly, the immune cells that target infected cells (Figure 3.4D).

These direct and indirect effects result in higher-amplitude, longer-periodicity cycles

of the virus in both the liver (Figures 3.4A-B) and, consequently, the serum (Figure

3.4C). This treatment-driven change in dynamics appears to persist for an extended

period of time, although a return to the original pre-treatment viral dynamic does

occur eventually. This increase in amplitude of cycles additionally affects the total

viral load, resulting in oscillation of the total viral population size in the serum (Fig-

ure 3.4E). During this post-treatment time, virus is expected to be intermittently

detected, perhaps even more drastically than pre-treatment, because the difference

in magnitude of viral load for the two subpopulations is higher than pre-treatment

values.

These model-dependent differences in viral dynamics following a single course of

treatment highlight the importance of understanding whether the variable release

rate hypothesis or the adaptive immunity hypothesis is at play in driving the inter-

mittent detection of HCVs co-circulating lineages in the serum. If cycling of virus in

the liver explains intermittent detection of viral lineages in the serum, then anti-HCV

treatment can have a pronounced effect on these cycling dynamics. This pronounced
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Figure 3.4: Within-host population dynamics for the immune system model with
treatment. Subplots A-D show a stochastic realization of the immune system model
with treatment with infected target cells (A), free virus in the liver (B), free virus
in the serum (C), host immune cells (D), and the total number of free virus in the
serum (E). Treatment is administered after 5 years of infection for 6 months, with
a treatment efficacy ν “ 0.01. blue and red lines represent separate subpopulations
and black vertical lines represent treatment timing. The remaining model parameters
are equivalent to the parameter values in Figure 2.
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effect stems from the nonlinear interactions that are responsible for the generation

of the cycles in the first place. In contrast, if virus in the liver is not cycling, but

intermittent detection of viral lineages in the serum is instead simply a result of

variable viral release from the liver, anti-HCV treatment is expected to have sim-

pler effect on viral subpopulations: it will simply transiently reduce viral population

sizes. While an abundance of clinical studies test the efficacy of anti-HCV drug treat-

ments A et al. (2014), few examine long-term effects of treatment on viral load in

non-responders. The studies that do track HCV viral load in non-responder patients

show no evidence of total HCV levels in the serum to oscillate after treatment Shindo

et al. (1992); Villano et al. (1999). Since oscillations of total viral load are expected

under the adaptive immunity hypothesis (Figure 3.4E) but not under the variable

release rate hypothesis (Figure 3.3D), these studies that show no evidence for oscil-

lations in total viral load support the latter hypothesis. To further understand the

importance of spatial structure and variable release rates in HCV we take a closer

look at genealogies of viral sequences in chronically-infected patients over time.

3.3.3 Distinguishing between the variable release rate hypothesis and the adaptive
immunity hypothesis using phylodynamic analysis

With only few longer-term studies quantifying serum viral load levels in non-responders

following treatment, could other analyses based on viral genetic data be useful to fur-

ther understand why co-circulating HCV lineages are only intermittently detected

in the serum of chronically infected patients? Here, we propose that quantitative

as well as qualitative phylodynamic analyses can be used to distinguish between

the variable release rate hypothesis and the adaptive immunity hypothesis, provided

that sampling of viral sequences occurs at a sufficient frequency and at a sufficient

depth. Specifically, we show below that these two hypotheses leave different coales-

cent signatures on HCV gene genealogies. Thus, a quantitative examination of the
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timing of lineage coalescent events should in principle be able to tease apart which

hypothesis dominates in driving the intermittent detection of co-circulating HCV

subpopulations.

In the above Models section, we derived the pairwise rate of coalescence between

two lineages, i and j, belonging to the same viral subpopulation (equation 5). This

rate depends on the production rate of viral particles (ρ), the population size of free

virus in the liver (L), and the probabilities that lineages i and j are either present

as free virus (piL, pjL) or present in infected liver cells (piN , pjN). From Figure 3.1B,

it is clear that under the variable release rate hypothesis, the free virus in the liver

(L) persists at a relatively constant level. In contrast, under the adaptive immunity

hypothesis, the amount of free virus in the liver cycles over time (Figure 3.2B). As

such, we might expect lineage coalescent rates to vary over time under the adaptive

immunity hypothesis, whereas we might expect lineage coalescent rates to be more

constant under the variable release rate hypothesis. To explore this possibility more

quantitatively, we first calculated the mean pairwise coalescent rate over time for

the two viral subpopulations shown in Figure 3.1E, which were simulated under the

variable release rate hypothesis. This mean pairwise coalescent rate is given by:

λ2ptq “
ÿ

iăj

2rλi,j
npn´ 1q

(3.11)

where n is the number of lineages present at the time of the coalescent rates

calculation. Similarly, we calculated the mean pairwise coalescent rate over time for

the two viral subpopulations shown in Figure 3.2F, which were simulated under the

adaptive immunity hypothesis. We then calculate the inverse of this mean pairwise

coalescent rate over time as our inferred measure of population size (θ) (Figures 3.5A,

5B). In line with our expectations, the inferred population size remains relatively
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Figure 3.5: Mean time to coalescence for the viral release rate model and immune
system model. Subplot A shows the mean coalescent rate for a viral release rate
model realization with the parameter values shown in Figure 1 and subplot B shows
the mean coalescent rate for an immune system model realization with the parameter
values shown in Figure 2. Red and blue lines represent different viral subpopulations.

constant under the variable release rate hypothesis, whereas it fluctuates over time

under the adaptive immunity hypothesis. Thus, while both of these hypotheses yield

intermittent detection of viral subpopulations, they are expected to yield starkly

different coalescent patterns. These expected differences in coalescent patterns have

the potential to distinguish between the two hypotheses using empirically sampled

sequences.

To explore which of the two hypotheses is better supported in an empirical phy-

lodynamic analysis of HCV sequence data, we obtained HCV hypervariable region
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1 (HVR1) sequence data that was time-resolved (i.e., contained metadata on the

time the viral samples were taken) from four treatment-näıve patients from a study

by Ramachandran and coauthors (2011) (patients A-D). HCV viral sequences from

these patients were obtained over the course of 9-18 years, beginning with acute in-

fection. Here, two patients only had one persistent HCV lineage over time (patients

A and B), and two patients had two intermittently-detected persisting HCV lineages

(patients C and D). We quantitatively analyzed the phylogenies for each of the two

long-term persisting lineages in patients C and D for comparison with the expected

patterns in mean time to coalescence shown in Figure 3.5 for the variable viral re-

lease rate and the adaptive immunity hypotheses. Finally, we qualitatively analyzed

phylogenies of all four patients for evidence of spatial structure in the HCV virus,

which provides additional support for the varying viral release rate hypothesis.

We used BEAST Drummond and Rambaut (2007) on each of the patients HCV

data to jointly infer viral phylogenies and demographic histories under the assump-

tion of a flexible and time-varying demographic model. Specifically, for each of the

two patients C and D, we first visually separated the persistent lineages into subpop-

ulations (Figure 3.6A, 6B). By calculating the proportion of viral isolates sampled

from each of the two dominant subpopulations, we then determined that these within-

host HCV populations exhibited intermittent detection, as expected (Figures 3.6C,

6D). Finally, we estimated Bayesian Skyline Plots for each of the identified viral

subpopulation independently (Figures 3.6E, 6F). For patient C, there were two main

lineages persistent over the course of infection. Figure 3.6E shows possible cycling

in θ for the green and pink lineages, which would support the adaptive immunity

hypothesis, but there is little information on the two lineages near the root of the

tree, resulting in a short time period in which cycling can be detected. For patient

D, two lineages coexisted for approximately ten years. During that time, there is no

evidence of cycling of the two strains, which supports the variation in viral release
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Figure 3.6: Phylogenies and corresponding Bayesian Skyline plots for serially sam-
pled HCV sequences from two chronic patients. Within-host HCV sequence phylody-
namic analysis for Patient C (A,C,E) and Patient D (B, D, F) from Ramachandran
et al. (2011). BEAST phylogenies are shown in subplots A-B, and color-coded by
lineage. Subplots C-D show the proportion of samples at each sampling time point
that were from the green lineage. Bayesian skyline plots produced by separating
sequences by lineage and rerunning in BEAST are shown in subplots E and F.

rate hypothesis. However, during the seventh year of infection there appears to be

a selective event in the pink lineage, resulting in a transient drop in θ for the pink

lineage and a brief increase in θ for the green lineage until year 10, when it is no

longer detected in the serum. These results do not clearly support one hypothesis

over the other, and additionally highlight that factors outside of the two explored

hypotheses may also be affecting HCV evolution.

To further make use of genetic data in understanding why we see coexisting

intermittently-detected HCV lineages, we plot the estimated substitution rate from
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Figure 3.7: Evolutionary rates from BEAST phylogenies indicate the presence of
latent virus. BEAST phylogenies color-coded by evolutionary rates from the four
patients described in Ramachandran et al. (2011) are shown above.

BEAST on the maximum clade credibility (mcc) trees for patients A-D (Figure 3.7).

BEAST phylogenies force branch lengths based on the sampling time. If we assume

a constant evolutionary rate over time, the branch length would also correspond to

the genetic distance between samples. However, Figure 3.7 shows us that this is not

true for the HCV phylogenies from the four patients. In fact, some very long branch

lengths correspond with very low evolutionary rates, indicating that latent virus may

be hiding somewhere in the body. Figure 3.7, then, provides further evidence that
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spatial structure is important in HCV infection.

3.4 Discussion

We here used mechanistic within-host viral population models as well as evolution-

ary models to explore two scenarios that may be important evolutionary drivers in

chronic HCV infections. We based these analyses on an evolutionary pattern that

stood out from phylogenetic studies of patients chronically infected with HCV: the

presence of a constrained number of lineages that persist despite occassionally not

being detected in host serum samples. We showed that HCV viral lineages spa-

tially separated in the host can produce such evolutionary patterns if the separate

compartments had temporally variable rates at which they release virus into the

host serum. In this scenario, viral subpopulations can exhibit equilibrium dynamics

in their separate compartments but still have intermittent detection in the serum

due to fluctuations in the relative abundance of the two viral subpopulations in the

bloodstream (Figure 3.1) (Note that fluctuations in viral population are not neces-

sary to replicate the empirical patterns of HCV evolution, but temporal changes in

viral release rates could be added to any within-host model and therefore constant

viral population dynamics are not necessary to produce these patterns). When we

model the viral release rate scenario, we force the rate of viral release into the serum

from the two compartments as a periodic function for ease of simulation, however,

intermittent detection of the virus could occur using many different non-linear for-

mulations of the viral release rate function, depending on the biological mechanism

altering the rate of viral release into the serum. Temporal changes in viral release

rate could be caused by the virus slowing down cell replication as a means of avoid-

ing immune system detection Kannan et al. (2011). Additionally, the virus has been

known to infect cell types besides the liver, including peripheral blood mononucleated

cells (PBMCs) such as monocytes and macrophages Maggi et al. (1999); Gismondi
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et al. (2013), and brain cells Radkowski et al. (2002). These different cell types

could release virus into the serum with different timing. Phylogenetic studies show

evidence of different evolutionary signatures in viruses found in different cell types

Navas et al. (1998); Maggi et al. (1999); Gismondi et al. (2013), supporting the idea

of host spatial heterogeneity being an important factor in chronic HCV evolution.

In the second scenario, subpopulations are separated by the antigens they present

to the immune system instead of by spatial structure in the host. Simulations of the

immune system hypothesis allow for intermittent detection of the two simulated

subpopulations (Figure 3.2E). Instead of this being driven by migration rates of the

virus into the serum, as in the viral release rate hypothesis, the varying levels of

the subpopulations of virus in the serum is driven by a periodic predator-prey-like

dynamic between the host adaptive immune cells and the viral subpopulations. The

resultant dynamics are distinct from the viral release rate hypothesis because inter-

mittent detection of the virus is associated with cyclical viral population dynamics in

both the serum and the separate compartments in which the virus replicates (Figure

3.2). There is evidence from several phylogenetic studies that immune escape and

the development of viral subpopulations is very important in the establishment of

chronic HCV infection Farci et al. (2000). We assume in the immune system model

that these subpopulations represent antigenically-distinct viral strains, but we do

not model selection for further immune escape in each subpopulation. A study by

Wang and Coauthors (2011) suggests that viral subpopulations do not seem to evolve

due to selection caused by the adaptive host immune system because the timing of

diversification of viral subpopulations were inconsistent with the timing of presenta-

tion of antibodies. Additionally, we assume that the viral populations are completely

antigenically distinct for the ease of simulations, but this is likely not the case. There

is likely to be cross-immunity between different antigenic HCV strains, however, the

intermittent detection of virus would still be a recoverable pattern in this scenario be-
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cause the addition of cross-immunity generally results in asynchronization of cycling

in the viral populations Kamo and Sasaki (2002).

Due to several promising new drugs recently approved by the FDA, the search

for the best treatment protocols for chronic HCV infection has been renewed. Many

studies looking at various combinations of drugs and durations of treatment are in

progress and have recently been published Chao et al. (2014); Lawitz et al. (2014b,a);

Zeuzem et al. (2014). In addition to such studies, drugs that aim to be a full cure

to chronic HCV infection are at various stages of development Guedj et al. (2014);

Chatterji et al. (2014). Understanding the dynamics of HCV in the body, its spa-

tial compartmentalization as well as its interaction with a host’s immune system is

important when considering drug treatment protocols. We illustrated an example

of how HCV might react differently to treatment under the two possible scenarios

driving chronic HCV dynamics. With the treatments currently available to the ma-

jority of infected individuals, 10-50% of patients do not have a sustained virological

response. That is, the viral load initially drops to some degree, but after treatment

ends the viral load eventually increases again. We modeled this scenario for both

the viral release rate and host immunity hypotheses. In these simulations of the

viral release rate hypothesis, the viral population dynamics rapidly return to pre-

treatment behavior after treatment stops (Figure 3.3). In contrast, simulations of

this scenario with the immune system hypothesis can result in long-term changes in

the amplitude of oscillations in the viral population (Figure 3.4). If host immune

system-viral interactions are indeed driving the evolution of chronic HCV, these re-

sults suggest that it may be important to monitor how a given treatment alters viral

cycling and how this could affect HCV evolutionary rates, disease symptoms, or re-

sponse to future treatment in patients who do not have a sustained viral response to

the treatment. The discrepancy between the two hypotheses in terms of response to

treatment highlights the importance of understanding what mechanisms are driving
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chronic HCV evolution, and also provided us with a way of distinguishing between

the two hypotheses using long-term viral load data from non-responder patients.

Though the data is sparse, long-term viral monitoring of viral load in non-responder

patients shows no evidence of periodicity of total viral load in these patients after

treatment, evidence against the adaptive immunity hypothesis Shindo et al. (1992);

Villano et al. (1999).

To add information beyond the sparse viral load data, we made use of HCV gene

sequences collected over 9-18 years in four patients. We showed that the viral re-

lease rate hypothesis and the host immunity hypothesis exhibit evolutionary patterns

that are quite different from one another: the former resulting in constant coalescent

rates and the latter resulting in cycling coalescent rates (Figure 3.5). We had hoped

to use this clear discrepancy between the two hypotheses along with phylogenetic

tools to detect signatures of cycling dynamics in the coalescent rates of chronic HCV

sequences. Unfortunately, given the available chronic HCV sequences, a specific pat-

tern does not stand out in support of one hypothesis over the other (Figure 3.6).

This could be due to several factors. First, the timing of sampling and the number

of sequences sampled at each time point for chronically-infected individuals may not

be at a high enough resolution to accurately capture temporal changes in coalescent

rates given the standard phylogenetic tools we use. Indeed, Bayesian skyline plots

oftentimes have difficulty capturing rapidly-changing population dynamics Volz et al.

(2009); Rasmussen et al. (2011). HCV sequences taken from chronically infected pa-

tients at a higher resolution could be useful in distinguishing between the hypotheses.

Alternatively, specific patterns of coalescence rates over time may not stand out due

to high variability between patients with chronic HCV infection. Differences in host

immune system or the spatial structure of chronic HCV infection for various reasons

could cause one mechanism to be more important in one patient than another, or for

the importance of that mechanism to change over time during a chronic infection.
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We can see evidence of the variability between patients in Figure 3.7. Here we see

that half of the patients only have one persistent lineage of the virus while the other

half of the patients have two coexisting lineages.

The availability of higher resolution sequence data for a larger sample of chroni-

cally infected individuals could be helpful in distinguishing between the two hypothe-

ses. However, studies that directly compared HCV virus sequences in either different

areas of the liver or different cell compartments could give more direct evidence for

the importance of the spatial structure within a host. A few studies Navas et al.

(1998); Gismondi et al. (2013); Blackard et al. (2014) showed evidence that HCV

found in PBMC, the liver, and the serum have different genetic makeup, and future

studies that look at differences in virus found in different tissues over the course of

an infection could further support the viral release hypothesis. The phylogenies in

Figure 3.7 provide evidence for the presence latent virus that can become reactivated

years later in infection.

The host immunity hypothesis could be further tested by determining whether

separate lineages bind to different host antibodies. As far as we know, such studies

have not yet been performed, but could be helpful in distinguishing between the two

hypotheses and could be useful in understand antigenic evolution of HCV for vaccine

development. By modeling, in both the absence and presence of treatment, the

behavior of two possible mechanisms driving the maintenance of a small number of

co-circulating chronic HCV lineages intermittently detected in the serum, we showed

the potential importance of spatial compartmentalization of chronic infection as well

as antigenic separation of HCV lineages. Future work to better understand how

these mechanisms are driving HCV evolution could prove useful in understanding

important aspects of HCV infection and treatment.
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3.5 Supplement A: Equilibrium stability in adaptive immunity model

Simulations of the adaptive immunity model shown in equations 3.1 result in cycling

of host immune system cells with infected cells and free virus (Figures 3.2 and 3.4).

This characteristic of the model helps to separate it from the viral release rate model,

which does not show cycling of infected cells or virus within the liver (Figures 3.1 and

3.3). Additionally, the dynamics of cycling in the adaptive immunity model results

in elevated total viral above pre-treatment levels in siimulations of a non-responder

or relapse patient (Figure 3.4). To look at the mechanism behind this temporary

increase in total viral load, we solve the model equations using deterministic sim-

ulations under several different sets of initial conditions. From equations 3.1, we

calculate the steady-state equilibrium for each of the state variables as follows:

Ne “
δT
ac

(3.12)

Le “
ρNe

r ` βpK ´Neq ` δL
(3.13)

Te “
rLe
δS

(3.14)

Se “
βLepK ´Neq ´ δNNe

Nec
(3.15)

We numerically solve equations 3.1 numerically with three different sets of ini-

tial values to represent small, intermediate, and strong deviations from equilibrium.

These simulations are shown in Figure 3.8. The long term dynamics of the model

always show dampening oscillations of both infected cells and immune effector cells

that go toward the equilibrium levels shown in equations 3.15 (Figure 3.8 subplots

A-F). Figure 3.8 subplots G-L show phase plane diagrams of both the transient and

long-term dynamics of the model and also show dampening cycles going towards a
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steady state value. This indicates that their is only one stable steady-state equi-

librium value, and there are not multiple stable cycles for the model. Running the

model stochastically, as in Figures 3.2 and 3.4 allows the cycles to be sustained,

and perturbing the cycles by temporarily decreasing the number of virus due to drug

therapy results in moving the model further from the equilibrium value, thus allowing

for temporarily higher amplitudes of viral load.
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Figure 3.8: Equilibrium analysis of adaptive immunity model. We show long-term
dynamics of the number of infected cells N (subplots A-C) and immune cells T
(subplots D-F). Red lines show the equilibrium values from equation 3.15 and black
lines show model simulations. Below we show phase plane diagrams of infected cells
and immune effector cells for transient (subplots G-I) and long-term (subplots J-L)
dynamics. We use the parameter values from Figures 3.2 and 3.4, with the following
initial conditions: (N0 “ 1, L0 “ 1, T0 “ 1, S0 “ 0) (subplots A, D, G, and J),
(N0 “ Ne ` 1000, L0 “ Le ` 1000, T0 “ Te ´ 1000, S0 “ Se) (subplots B, E, H, and
K), and (N0 “ Ne ` 1, L0 “ Le ` 1, T0 “ Te ´ 1, S0 “ Se) (subplots C, F, I, and L).
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4

The role of heritable and extrinsic transmission rate
variation in shaping viral phylogenies

4.1 Introduction

RNA viruses are an important source of global morbitidy and mortality. Because

of their rapid turnover rate and error-prone polymerase, RNA viruses often exhibit

evolutionary dynamics on a time scale comparable with their transmission dynamics.

Researchers often utilize viral case reports for estimating the number of infected

individuals and to answer important epidemiological questions. Additionally, viral

gene sequences are often available from individuals infected over the course of an

epidemic. Due to the rapid evolutionary rates of RNA viruses, coalescent theory

allows for the estimation of the number of people infected over time using these viral

sequences. Recently, researchers have utilized both viral sequences and case reports

to explore questions regarding RNA viruses important to public health, including

dengue virus (Rasmussen et al., 2014), human immunodeficiency virus (Stadler and

Bonhoeffer, 2013), hepatitis C virus (Magiorkinis et al., 2013), ebola (Stadler et al.,

2014), and influenza (Bedford et al., 2011).
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In coalescent theory, the Kingman coalescent is generally used as the null evolu-

tionary model. The standard coalescent assumes a Wright-Fisher model of evolution,

where a constant-sized population undergoes neutral evolution with equal probabili-

ties of reproduction for all individuals. The effective population size is the estimated

size of a population assuming the standard coalescent model. In a population where

the assumptions of the Wright-Fisher model are upheld, the effective population size

(Ne) is equivalent to the actual population size (N). However, in almost all real-

world populations, Ne is less than the true size of the population N (Kimura and

Crow, 1963; Frankham, 1995; Rosenberg and Nordborg, 2002; Sjödin et al., 2005).

Researchers often use discrepencies between a population’s known size and its effec-

tive population size to gain insight into the population’s evolutionary or population

dynamics (these discrepencies are often represented by the ratio of effective popu-

lation size to total population size Ne
N

). Values of Ne
N

less than one can imply the

presence of natural selection acting on the population (Charlesworth et al., 1993,

1995; Walczak et al., 2011), expanding populations (Maruyama and Kimura, 1980),

geographic structure, or any other population structure that results in variation in

reproduction among individuals in the population (Nunney, 1993).

In the context of rapidly evolving RNA viruses, viral genealogies and the coales-

cent model allow for estimations of the effective number of infected individuals Ie.

Additionally, case reports and estimates of reporting rates allow for estimates of the

total number of infected individuals I, resulting in estimates of Ie
I

. For many RNA

viruses, the value of Ie
I

is significantly lower than 1. In some instances Ie can be

several orders of magnitude lower than I, as can be seen in influenza (Bedford et al.,

2011). Several studies have used values of Ie
I

to quantify the level of selection (Bed-

ford et al., 2011) or the level of host transmission heterogeneity (Magiorkinis et al.,

2013; Stadler and Bonhoeffer, 2013) in pathogens. Understanding how selection acts

on a viral pathogen can be essential for designing drugs and vaccines. Understand-
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ing host population structure can be important for targeting control strategies such

as vaccine, treatment, or quarantines. One difficulty in using differences between

Ie and I to quantify levels of selection or levels of variation in transmission rates

among hosts is that both act to decrease Ie
I

, and studies generally assume that only

one mechanism altering Ie
I

is present when quantifying its effects. While this may

be true for some pathogens, many pathogens could have both selection and host

heterogeneities that alter Ie, which could result in overestimates of the importance

of the mechanism being studied.

In addition to having a value of Ne
N
“ 1, the general structure of a phylogenetic

tree is predictable in a population that follows the assumptions of the standard co-

alescent model (Kingman, 1982; Derrida and Peliti, 1991; Neher and Hallatschek,

2013). Because all individuals have an equal probability of producing offspring,

phylogenetic trees simulated from this model branch relatively evenly (i.e., the tree

looks ”balanced”). Additionally, the timing of coalescent events is predictable with

the standard coalescent model. Various epidemiological and evolutionary scenarios

can change the shape of an RNA virus phylogeny away from the standard coalescent

model. For instance, changes in population size over time result in branch length pat-

terns that deviate from those expected from the coalescent model. Selection acting

on a population as well as structure in the transmissisibility of the host population

may result in both tree imbalance and alternate branch length patterns (Walczak

et al., 2011; Neher and Hallatschek, 2013; Stadler and Bonhoeffer, 2013; Dayarian

et al., 2014). These mechanisms alter the Ie and qualitative tree structure of a viral

genealogy in similar ways.

In this study, we synthesize theory describing the effects of extrinsic hetero-

geneities in reproductive success on effective population size and phylogeny shape

with theory describing the effects of purifying selection on effective population size

and phylogeny shape. We use both theory and simulations of these scenarios in the
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context of RNA viruses to identify their characteristic features. We describe under

what conditions we might expect purifying selection to interfere with estimates of

heterogeneity in transmission rates among infected individuals.

4.2 The effect of transmission rate variation on viral populations at
equilibrium

In this section we synthesize the theory describing how variations in reproductive

success affect effective population size and the shape of phylogenies in constant-sized

populations. We present this theory in the context of viral population dynamics

where the number of infected individuals is at equilibrium. We first discuss the char-

acteristics of a null model, in which all infected individuals have equal probability

of infecting a susceptible individual. Next, we discuss the effects of extrinsic varia-

tions in transmission rate on viral phylogenies. Extrinsic variations in transmission

rate are any heterogeneities in transmission rates between individuals that are not

inherited from one viral transmission to the next. Finally, we discuss the effects of

intrisic variations in transmission on viral phylogenies. Intrinsic variations in trans-

mission rate are inherited from one viral infection to the next. We specifically look

at intrinsic variations in transmission rate in the context of purifying selection. We

compare how extrinsic and intrinsic variations in transmission rates alter Ie as well as

phylogeny shape and describe under what circumstances we can distinguish between

the two scenarios given a viral phylogeny.

4.2.1 SIR model as a Moran evolutionary model

The framework we develop to understand when we can distinguish between variations

in transmission rate due to negative selection versus host factors requires first a null

model for comparison. We here use a susceptible-infected-recovered (SIR) model that

meets the assumptions of the standard coalescent model. That is, the model does
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not include natural selection, it assumes a constant number of infected individuals,

and all infected individuals have an equal probability of spawning the next infection.

We first start with a Moran SIR model because we can structure it to meet those

assumptions but studies have also used it to model host transmission heterogeneity

(Koelle and Rasmussen, 2012) and natural selection (Walczak et al., 2011). We

can then use insight and mathematical derivations from such studies along with

simulations and additional analytics to help distinguish between the two processes.

Previous studies have derived analytical expressions of the coalescent model and

simulated genealogies from the Moran model (Koelle and Rasmussen, 2012). Koelle

and coauthors (2012) derived the coalescent rates as well as the effective population

size for both the general SIR model and an SIR model with heterogeneity in host

transmission when at equilibrium using a Moran model framework. To briefly sum-

marize, the coalescent rate for a Moran model with neutral evolution is given as the

following:

λi “
ipi´ 1q

2Neτ
(4.1)

with the effective population size given as the total population size divided by the

variance in the number of offspring of each of the individuals in the population:

Ne “
N

σ2
. (4.2)

In the case of a standard SIR model, with S and I being the number of susceptible

and infected individuals, respectively, β being the transmission rate, ν being the

recovery rate, and δ being the death rate:

dI

dt
“ β

S

N
I ´ pν ` δqI (4.3)

the population size (N) is the total number of infected individuals at equilibrium

(I), and the variance in transmission can be written in terms of the expected net
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reproduction number (ErR0s) and its variance (var(R0)):

σ2
“

varpR0q

pErR0sq
2
` 1. (4.4)

For the standard SIR model, the expected R0 is simply the transmission rate times

the duration of infection (R0 “
β
ν`δ

), and since the recovery and death rate of infected

individuals is constant, the duration of infection is exponentially distributed, and the

R0 is then also exponentially distributed, with variance varpR0q “
`

β
ν`δ

˘2
. In this

case, σ2 is then 2, with an effective infected population size Ie “
I
2

and coalescent

rate λi “
ipi´1qpν`δq

I
.

Figure 4.1A shows a simulated phylogeny from the standard SIR model described

above. We first simulate the Moran SIR model while tracking who infected whom

(thus creating a parental lineage that can be traced back in time). We then randomly

sample extant individuals at one point in time and construct an infection tree using

the parental lineage. Phylogenies from populations that fit the assumptions of the

standard coalescent model are generally balanced (i.e. their branches are distributed

evenly) (Neher and Hallatschek, 2013). We therefore use this SIR model structure as

a baseline for comparing tree skew with other models. Additionally, the tree in Figure

4.1A exhibits branching patterns one would expect from the standard coalescent

model: shorter branch lengths towards the tips of the tree with gradually increasing

branch lengths as you look back to the base. The tree from Figure 4.1A as well as

the derivation of the effective number of infected individuals and the coalescent rate

serves as a baseline to compare transmission rate variation due to either negative

selection or host heterogeneities.

4.2.2 Effects of extrinsic variation in host transmission rates on viral genealogies

During an epidemic, all infected individuals do not necessarily have an equal prob-

ability of causing the next infection. This could be due to heritable changes in the
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Figure 4.1: Simulated trees for the A) standard SIR model, B) host transmission
variation model, and C) purifying selection model. Here, intrinsic death rate δ “ 1

30

yr´1, recovery rate ν “ 1
10

days´1, and the mean transmission rate β “ 0.63 days´1,.
The effective number of infected individuals Ie “ 903 individuals, the number of
infected individuals I is 6000 for subplots B and C, and 2Ie in subplot A. In subplot
B, the gamma distribution parameters kβ and θβ were chosen to match the effective
population size, where kβ “ 0.22 and θβ “ 2.8. In subplot C, ψ “ 0.11, and
sD “ 0.045.
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virus, which we will address later, but they could also be due to extrinsic factors.

For example, in the case of HCV, people who inject drugs (PWIDs) tend to have a

higher transmission rate than people who do not because injecting drugs drastically

increases the probability of transmission upon contact (Thorpe et al., 2002; Ma-

giorkinis et al., 2013). People might also have higher transmission rates than other

infected individuals in the population due to variations in their immune systems or

in their movement patterns.

To study extrinsic variation in transmission rates, we use a Moran SIR model

based on the standard coalescent model and analyzed by Koelle and coauthors (2012):

dIm
dt

“

˜

ÿ

j

βjIj

¸

S

NH

´ pν ` δqIm (4.5)

where each individual in the population has a unique m with a transmission rate βm

such that the transmission rates in the population fall under a gamma distribution

with rate parameter θβ and shape parameter kβ. In practice, the only difference

between this model and the standard SIR model is that each individual has a separate

transmission rate that is drawn from a gamma distribution, instead of all individuals

having equal transmission rates.

With this model, the variance in reproduction is given by

σ2
“ 2

ˆ

1`
1

kβ

˙

(4.6)

resulting in the effective population size

Ie “
I

2p1` 1
kβ
q

(4.7)

and the coalescent rate

λi “
ipi´ 1qp1` 1

kβ
qpν ` δq

I
(4.8)
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For the full derivation, see Koelle and coauthors (2012).

Figure 4.1B shows an infection tree we simulated from the extrinsic variation in

transmission rate model (equation 4.5). Like in the previous section, we simulated

this phylogeny by first simulating the Moran model forward in time and tracking who

infected whom and subsequently constructing an infection tree backward in time from

a set number of randomly selected infected individuals. The structure of trees simu-

lated from this model have a similar structure to a standard coalescent model with a

reduced population size, as expected. Genealogies resulting from extrinsic variation

in transmission rate decrease the effective number of infected individuals, but are

indistinguishable from standard coalescent genealogies with population sizes equiv-

alent to the effective population size given by equation 4.7 (Barton and Etheridge,

2004; Koelle and Rasmussen, 2012).

Figure 4.2C illustrates the timing of coalescent events for the phylogenies in Fig-

ures 4.2A and B. The timing of coalescent events for the extrinsic variation in trans-

mission rate model (blue dots) follows the expected pattern of the standard coalescent

model with population size equal to the effective population size from equation 4.7

(blue line). Basic tree statistics, including statistics that measure the balance the

tree’s branching pattern are indistinguishable from the standard coalescent model

(Figure not shown). These results confirm that the variations in transmission rates

among infected individuals has a simple and predictable effect on populations with

a constant number of infected individuals. If this is the only way that a population

defies the standard coalescent model, researchers should be able to estimate the vari-

ance in transmission rates from viral phylogenies and case reports. If selection is also

acting on the population, however, these estimates can become more complicated.
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Figure 4.2: Simulated trees for the extrinsic transmission rate variation model
(A) and the purifying selection model (B) where the distribution of transmission
rates is equivalent. The change in the number of lineages over time is shown in C.
The timing of coalescent events from model simulations (points) and the timing of
coalescent events predicted from the analytically derived values of Ie (lines). The
colors correspond to the model used: host transmission variation (blue) and negative
selection (red). Here, δ “ 1

30
yr´1, ν “ 1

10
days´1, the mean transmission rate

β “ 0.63, and I “ 6000. In subplot A, ψ “ 0.11, and sD “ 0.045. In subplot B, the
distribution of transmission rates is equivalent to the distribution in A.
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4.2.3 Effects of purifying selection on viral genealogies

In addition to extrinsic variations in transmission rate, intrinsic variations in trans-

mission rate can reduce the effective number of infected individuals in a population.

Intrinsic variations in transmission rate include any differences in transmission rate

that are transferred to the next infected individual. These kinds of variations are

generally due to inherited mutations in the virus that also change the transmission

rate of the virus. Such inherited changes tend to be due to natural selection acting

on the virus. The effect of selection on effective population size as well as the shape

of phylogenies can be complex. In this chapter we focus on the effects of purifying

selection on the effective number of infected individuals Ie as well as the shape of

viral phylogenies. We choose this focus because purifying selection can be important

during the onset of an epidemic, even when positive selection is not acting on the

viral population (Park et al., 2015), which may be important in the context of a

number of emerging and re-emerging pathogens.

Several studies describe the effect of purifying selection on genealogies and their

effective population size (Charlesworth et al., 1993; Barton and Etheridge, 2004;

Walczak et al., 2011; Dayarian et al., 2014). Depending on the strength of selection

as well and the deleterious mutation rate, purifying selection can alter phylogenies

in a number of ways. To understand this in the context of viral pathogens, we use

a susceptible-infected-recovered model compatible with models of purifying selection

described in previous studies (Walczak et al., 2011; Dayarian et al., 2014). In this

model, infected individuals harbor virus with a number of accumulated deleterious

mutations k. Mutations occur at transmission with probability ψ per transmission

event, and their selective disadvantage sD is multiplicative. The change in the num-

ber of susceptible S and infected I individuals is given below:
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dS

dt
“ δNH ´ δS ´ β0

S

N

8
ÿ

k“0

p1´ sDq
kIk

dIk
dt

“

k
ÿ

j“0

ˆ

βk´je
´ψψ

j

j!

S

NH

Ik´j

˙

´ pδ ` γqIk (4.9)

where e´ψ ψ
j

j!
is the probability that j mutations occur and the deleterious mutations

alter the transmission rate β by p1 ´ sDq
k. The equilibrium distribution of number

of mutations ( Ik
I

) is given by:

pk “ e
´

ψ
sD

p
ψ
sD
qk

k!
(4.10)

p0 “ e
´

ψ
sD (4.11)

the basic reproduction number given the number of mutations k is:

R0,k “
β0p1´ sDq

k

pδ ` γq
(4.12)

With the distribution of mutations pk, the mean transmission rate β for all of the

infected individuals in the population is:

Erβs “
8
ÿ

k“0

pkβk (4.13)

and the variance on this transmission rate is:
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varrβs “
8
ÿ

k“0

pkrpβk ´ Erβsq
2
s (4.14)

As in the analysis of the standard SIR model and the extrinsic transmission

variability model, we simulate equilibrium model dynamics of the purifying selection

model with a Moran model that tracks parental lineages, allowing us to simulate

transmission tree phylogenies. Like the extrinsic transmission rate heterogeneity

model, we use the relative transmission rate β of each infected individual to choose

the parent. To initialize the model, we use equation 4.10 to calculate the number of

Ik individuals and to initialize a vector of β values for each individual.

Like the extrinsic model, the purifying selection model increases the coalescent

rate, resulting in a more constrained phylogeny than the standard SIR model (Fig-

ure 4.1C). With a constant population size, purifying selection affects genealogies

in different ways depending on the strength of selection and the deleterious muta-

tion rate (Walczak et al., 2011; Neher and Hallatschek, 2013; Dayarian et al., 2014).

When the strength of selection is high in comparison to the deleterious mutation rate

(specifically, when IsD ą 1 and ψ ă sD), purifying selection results in a phylogeny

indistinguishable from the standard coalescent with a reduced population size (Bar-

ton and Etheridge, 2004). The effective number of infected individuals is represented

as follows:

Ie “ Ip0 (4.15)

When selection is weaker in comparison to the deleterious mutation rate, the ef-

fects of purifying selection become more complicated. Walczak and coauthors (2011)

showed that phylogenies sampled from a constant-sized population undergoing weak
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purifying selection will have an effective population size that is variable over time.

They described this variation over time in detail (equations not shown), and ad-

ditionally derived the following estimate of the mean effective population size over

time:

Ie „
1

s
ln

ˆ

2ψ

s

˙

` Ip0 (4.16)

Under this scenario, the phylogeny will show a higher effective population size

toward the tips of the tree, and lower effective population sizes towards the roots.

Figure 4.2 illustrates this scenario with a realization of the purifying selection model.

Figures 4.2A-B show two phylogenies, simulated from the extrinsic transmission rate

heterogeneity model, and the purifying selection model, respectively. Figure 4.2C,

which illustrates the rate at which lineages coalesce from a simulated phylogeny,

shows that toward the tips of the phylogeny, coalescent events occur more slowly than

what would be expected from a population with a constant effective population size

(Ie, as calculated in equation 4.16). At the base of the tree, coalescent events happen

more rapidly than expected for a constant effective number of infected individuals.

This is a distinguishing feature of selection in constant-sized populations, and could

be used to distinguish between extrinsic and intrinsic transmission rate variation in

certain parameter regimes.

In addition to the timing of coalescent events, several studies show that selection

can alter how evenly phylogenies branch (Neher and Hallatschek, 2013; Dayarian

et al., 2014). Positive selection results in skewing of phylogenetic branches that can

be quantified to estimate which lineages are likely to be the most fit and persist in

the population (Dayarian et al., 2014; Neher et al., 2014). The reason for this skew is

intuitive: more fit lineages will produce more offspring than less fit lineages. Under

some parameter regimes, purifying selection can also alter tree skew, but the pat-
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Figure 4.3: Fitness proxy scores vary in phlyogenies with both extrinsic and intrin-
sic host population heterogeneity. We here show the FPS scores of a realization of
the extrinsic transmission heterogeneity model (A, blue) and the purifying selection
model (B, red) with a set mean value of effective number of infected individuals over
time (Ie „ 2215), calculated from equations 4.7 and 4.16, respectively. Here, the
total number of infected individuals I “ 6000, the mean transmission rate β̄ “ 0.63
days´1, intrinsic host death rate δ “ p30 years) ´1, and recovery rate ν “ p10 days)
´1. The extrinsic transmission heterogeneity model has a Γ distribution of trans-
mission rates with shape parameter kβ “ 2.8 and rate parameter θβ “ 0.22 and
the purifying selection model has a deleterious mutation rate ψ “ 0.11 and selective
disadvantage sD “ 1.9ˆ 10´3.
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tern is less pronounced than the effects of positive selection, and is only applicable

when deleterious mutations occur rapidly and selection is not too strong. Under this

context, Dayarian and coauthors (2014) were able recover simulated fitness values

of different lineages in a population under purifying selection using a ”fitness proxy

score” (FPS). The FPS score is an estimate of fitness using the skew of a lineage’s

ancestors on a phylogeny. To see if it might be possible to distinguish between in-

trinsic and extrinsic transmission rate heterogeneity by looking at tree shape, we

simulated phylogenies for the extrinsic population heterogeneity model as well as

the purifying selection models where we hold most of the viral parameters constant,

but allowed Ie to vary by varying the strength of selection in the purifying selection

model and the shape of the distribution of transmission rate in the extrinsic trans-

mission heterogeneity model. We then calculated the FPS as described by Dayarian

and coauthors (2014) as well as common measurements of tree skew for each of the

tips of the simulated trees. We had thought that if there was a high variance in FPS,

that might be an indication of selection. Though the fitness proxy score is variable

between lineages in the purifying selection model (Figure 4.3), which may be helpful

in determining which strains are most fit, there is no overall patterns in the mean,

variance, minimum, or maximum FPS values that predict the presence of selection

over extrinsic heterogeneities in transmission rate (Figure not shown). Therefore,

FPS produced no statistically significant patterns between purifying selection and

extrinsic transmission rate variation. Colless and Sackin’s indices, common mea-

surements of tree imbalance (Shao, 1990), also produced no statistically significant

patterns between purifying selection and extrinsic transmission rate variation.

4.3 Transmission rate variation under epidemic dynamics

In the previous section, we synthesized results from numerous studies to describe how

both extrinsic and intrinsic variation in transmission rates can affect viral phyloge-
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nies in populations with a constant number of infected individuals. In the context

of RNA viruses, such scenarios would represent a virus that has reached endemic

equilibrium in a population. However, many viral populations we want to study

are undergoing epidemic dynamics. There are few studies that specifically look at

the effects of transmission rate variation under epidemic dynamics (Bedford et al.,

2011; Magiorkinis et al., 2013; Neher et al., 2014). These studies aim at quantifying

either the levels of transmission rate variation or predicting the most fit lineages in a

population, but do not specifically address the theory behind expanding populations.

An abundance of literature describes how expanding population sizes affect phy-

logenies (Wright, 1938, 1940; Charlesworth, 2009). Expanding populations with-

out variations in reproductive success among individuals have longer branch lengths

toward the tips of a phylogeny and shorter branch lengths toward the base of a

phylogeny in comparison to the Kingman coalescent. Studies specifically address

how epidemic dynamics alter coalescent rates and the shape of phylogenies (Grenfell

et al., 2004; Volz et al., 2009; Frost and Volz, 2013). Additionally, frameworks for

estimating phylogenies for structured populations are available using variations on

the coalescent model (Volz, 2012; Koelle and Rasmussen, 2012). Because the extrin-

sic transmission rate variability model reduces to a coalescent model with reduced

population size, levels of extrinsic transmission rate variability should be measurable

by comparing discrepencies between Ie and I derived using the appropriate coales-

cent model (Magiorkinis et al., 2013). This relationship is not not as simple in the

context of purifying selection (and likely positive selection). Though Walczak and

coauthors (2011) derived analytical expressions to describe the effective population

size as it varies through time in the context of constant population size, this becomes

intractible in the context of epidemic dynamics.

We make use of the three SIR-based models presented above to look more closely

at the relationship between purifying selection and epidemic population growth. We
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again simulated the models for a variety of Ie values using the expected values from

equations 4.7 and 4.16. Instead of using a Moran simulation, we simulate the models

using the τ -leap method, and initialized with one infected individual (I0 “ 1). We

parameterized the model to fit the dynamics of the HCV 1b epidemic in Greece. We,

again, calculated FPS and tree skew, but saw no clear patterns based on tree balance

(Figure not shown).

The dynamics of expanding populations under neutral evolution result in trees of

very similar shape to trees taken from viruses in endemic populations under purifying

selection. In fact, any difference in the shape of the lineage over time plot that could

be seen in endemic populations (Figure 4.2C) is now overwhelmed by the nature of

the expanding population. We were unable to detect any additional skews in the

shape of the lineage over time plots of purifying selection (Figure 4.4).

A pattern that did stand out between the two models was that the coalescent

rates did not increase as much as expected from the standard SIR model. Figure

4.4 shows one example of this phenomenon. Ie should be equivalent for the extrinsic

transmission rate heterogeneity model and the purifying selection model, but the

coalescent rates fall between the rates expected from the standard SIR model and

the rates expected from the extrinsic transmission rate heterogeneity model.

This pattern is supported by theory, because low population sizes of a popula-

tion expanding into a new location decreases the effect of selection acting on the

population reduces the effective population size (Wright, 1940; Charlesworth, 2009),

and a reduction in the effective population size also reduces the effects of selection

(Charlesworth, 2009). It would be very interesting to find an analytical solution to

the reduction of the efficacy of selection given the size of an epidemic, however, that is

beyond the scope of this chapter. Given this pattern, we expect estimations of selec-

tion strength based on Ie
I

during an expanding epidemic to be underestimates of the

strength of selection for both purifying selection and positive selection. This differ-
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Figure 4.4: Lineage over time plots for epidemic viral simulations. We plot the
number of lineages over time calculated from phylogenies simulated from the standard
SIR model (black), the extrinsic transmission rate model (blue), and the purifying
selection model (red). Solid lines represent the mean number of lineages over time
for 10 realizations of the given model, and dashed lines represent the 95 % confidence
intervals. The host population size NH “ 10000, the net reproductive rate R0 “ 4.5,
intrinsic host death rate δ “ 40 years ´1, and recovery rate ν “ 70 years ´1. The
extrinsic transmission rate model and purifying selection model were parameterized
such that the effective number of infected individuals over time (Ie „ 1297), calcu-
lated from equations 4.7 and 4.16, respectively. The models were initialized with one
infected individual I0 “ 1, using a τ -leap approximation of the model equations.
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ence between the extrinsic transmission rate variation model and purifying selection

model does not help in distinguishing between the two models, but it does suggest

that the presence of selection might confound estimates of extrinsic transmission rate

variation less in an epidemic scenario than in an endemic scenario.

4.3.1 Conclusions

We here synthesized theory to better understand the different effects intrinsic and

extrinsic variations in viral transmission rates have on RNA virus phylogenies. By

exploring these two mechanisms, we were able to show under what scenarios we

might be able to distinguish between purifying selection and extrinsic transmission

rate variations using the shape of a viral phylogeny. When the number of infected

individuals in a population is constant, and slightly deleterious mutations occur fre-

quently, we expect to be able to distinguish between purifying selection and extrinsic

trasmission rate variations using the timing of coalescent events (Figure 4.2) (Wal-

czak et al., 2011; Neher and Hallatschek, 2013). We additionally showed that the

effects of purifying selection are weekened by epidemic dynamics, but the effects of

extrinsic variations in transmission heterogeneity are not (Figure 4.4), which may

be due to decreased effects of selection when the effective population size is small

(Charlesworth, 2009). This pattern may also indicate that in the context of selec-

tion, the effect of processes that reduce effective population size may not be additive.

Future studies looking at these combined effects could further help in quantifying im-

portant epidemiological processes.

When purifying selection is strong, it is indistinguishable from extrinsic varia-

tions in host transmission rate (Charlesworth, 2009; Walczak et al., 2011; Neher and

Hallatschek, 2013; Dayarian et al., 2014), but we synthesize studies that analytically

describe the effects of intrinsic and extrinsic transmission rate variation to describe

the effective number of infected individuals Ie under each of these scenarios. These
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analytical derivations of Ie under different scenarios can be used to understand the

potential for biases in estimates of intrinsic or extrinsic transmission rate variation.
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5

Conclusions

As long as there are RNA viruses harming humans, research will be necessary to

continue to understand their spread and evolution. The availability of viral genetic

data drives researchers to develop theoretical tools to understand viral spread and

evolution in the context of viral phylogenies. In this dissertation, I looked at struc-

ture in viral phylogenies to ask questions about viral pathogens. I then used the

immense body of research in coalescent theory and disease dynamic theory to de-

velop techniques necessary to fill in gaps of understanding about the viruses I study.

The three content chapters of the dissertation represent my modest contribution to

the field of viral evolutionary dynamics thus far.

In Chapter 2, I explore the differences between evolutionary rates of viruses under

varying epidemiological scenarios. The evolutionary rates of RNA viruses can differ

from one another by several orders of magnitude. Much of this variation has been

explained by differences in viral mutation rates and selective environments. However,

substitution rates also vary considerably across viral populations belonging to the

same species. In particular, viral lineages from epidemic regions tend to have higher

substitution rates than those from endemic regions, and lineages from populations
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with higher contact rates tend to have higher substitution rates than those with lower

contact rates. I addressed the mechanism behind these patterns using a nested mod-

eling approach, whereby I integrated within-host viral replication dynamics with a

population-level epidemiological model. Through numerical simulations and analyt-

ical approximations, I show that variation in viral substitution rates over the course

of an infection, coupled with differences in age of infection of transmitting hosts

under different epidemiological scenarios can explain these evolutionary patterns. I

further derive analytical estimates of expected substitution rate differences under

epidemic versus endemic epidemiological conditions. By comparing these estimates

to empirical data for four viral species, I show that these factors are sufficient to ex-

plain observed variation in substitution rates in three of four cases. This work shows

that even in neutrally evolving viral populations, epidemiological dynamics can alter

substitution rates via the interplay between within-host replication dynamics and

population-level disease dynamics.

Chapter 3 made use of within-host viral dynamic models combined with coales-

cent models to distinguish between two hypotheses on mechanisms that could be

driving HCV viral evolution. I based these analyses on an evolutionary pattern that

stood out from phylogenetic studies of patients chronically infected with HCV: the

presence of a constrained number of lineages that persist despite occassionally not

being detected in host serum samples. I showed that HCV viral lineages spatially

separated in the host can produce such evolutionary patterns if the separate com-

partments had temporally variable rates at which they release virus into the host

serum. I also show that in a second scenario, where subpopulations are separated by

the antigens they present to the immune system instead of by spatial structure in

the host, I can produce such evolutiionary patterns, however the two scenarios result

in different evolutionary patterns. Additionally, the two scenarios result in different

dynamical patterns after treatment. The discrepancy between the two hypotheses
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in terms of response to treatment highlights the importance of understanding what

mechanisms are driving chronic HCV evolution, and also provided us with a way of

distinguishing between the two hypotheses using long-term viral load data from non-

responder patients. Though the data is sparse, long-term viral monitoring of viral

load in non-responder patients shows no evidence of periodicity of total viral load in

these patients after treatment, evidence against the adaptive immunity hypothesis

Shindo et al. (1992); Villano et al. (1999). Finally, through a mathematical analysis

of the models, I show how the two hypotheses can be distinguished from one another

using serially-sampled within-host HCV sequences. I attempt to determine which of

these hypotheses is better supported empirically using sequence data from individu-

als chronically infected with HCV. However, in the two patients whose HCV data I

analyze, I find seemingly conflicting results, indicating that more intense sampling of

HCV within-host populations is needed to yield definitive support for one hypothesis

over the other.

In Chapter 4, I synthesized theory to better understand the different effects intrin-

sic and extrinsic variations in viral transmission rates have on RNA virus phylogenies.

By exploring these two mechanisms, I showed under what scenarios we might be able

to distinguish between purifying selection and extrinsic transmission rate variations

using the shape of a viral phylogeny. When the number of infected individuals in a

population is constant, and slightly deleterious mutations occur frequently, I expect

to be able to distinguish between purifying selection and extrinsic trasmission rate

variations using the timing of coalescent events (Walczak et al., 2011; Neher and

Hallatschek, 2013). I additionally showed that the effects of purifying selection are

weakened by epidemic dynamics, but the effects of extrinsic variations in transmis-

sion heterogeneity are not, which may be due to decreased effects of selection when

the effective population size is small (Charlesworth, 2009). When purifying selection

is strong, it is indistinguishable from extrinsic variations in host transmission rate
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(Charlesworth, 2009; Walczak et al., 2011; Neher and Hallatschek, 2013; Dayarian

et al., 2014), however, I synthesize studies that analytically describe the effects of

intrinsic and extrinsic transmission rate variation to describe the effective number

of infected individuals Ie under each of these scenarios. These analytical derivations

of Ie under different scenarios can be used to understand the potential for biases in

estimates of intrinsic or extrinsic transmission rate variation.
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